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Abstract

Small open emerging economies typically face large fluctuations in their terms of trade, frequent default episodes, higher political risk and countercyclical interest rates that are generally related to countercyclical default risk. These structural features might suggest a relevant role for world prices in driving country spreads. The objective of this paper is to study the role of terms of trade, political uncertainty and U.S. real interest rates in inducing output fluctuations and countercyclical country spreads using a stochastic dynamic general equilibrium model of a small open economy with endogenous equilibrium default. This quantitative model explicitly deals with the issues of debt default, it analyses the impact of terms of trade on country spreads through consumption and output. The model predicts that default incentives and default premia are higher in recessions, as observed in the data. Spreads increase with political uncertainty, with the share of importables in household consumption and with the share of foreign inputs in output, while they appear to decrease the more close substitutes are foreign and domestic factors of production. In a quantitative exercise, the model matches various features of emerging economies and can account for the dynamics of default episodes in these markets. Consistently with data, preliminary calibration results suggest that spreads are significantly responsive to terms of trade shocks, though not to U.S. interest rates.
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1 Introduction

Small open emerging market economies differ from developed economies in different aspects: developing countries typically face large swings in the price of the goods they export. These countries rely heavily on a narrow range of primary commodities for their export earnings, and are highly dependent on imported capital goods and intermediate inputs for domestic production. They also have more volatile business cycles, and are more crisis prone than developed countries. In the last two decades, emerging markets have experienced several cases of sovereign default and very high political uncertainty, some of the most recent episodes being Ecuador in 1999 and Argentina in 2002 among others. Additionally, these economies have countercyclical interest rates, which are in general related to countercyclical default risk. In light of these structural features, fluctuations in world prices - terms of trade and world real interest rates- must have a significant role on business cycle fluctuations and country interest rate spreads in developing economies.

The objective of this paper is to examine how the level and volatility of terms of trade, US real interest rates and political uncertainty affect incentives to default and thus, equilibrium interest rates in developing countries using a stochastic dynamic model of a small open economy with endogenous default risk and equilibrium default. The benchmark economy produces an exportable good using labor and foreign inputs. Households value leisure and consume foreign and domestic goods. The benevolent and rational government in the economy has access to international financial markets, where it can borrow or lend to foreign lenders. Markets are incomplete because the government buys and sells one period non contingent discount bond and it cannot commit to repay its sovereign debt. Political uncertainty is introduced by considering two political parties where the incumbent has a given probability of being reelected next period.

In a quantitative analysis, the model is calibrated to a typical emerging economy that was the first to default on Brady bonds, Ecuador. The paper shows that terms of trade have significant effects on country spreads through effects on output and household consumption. Through these shocks, the model generates countercyclical spreads as observed in data, explains a portion of the interest rate spread level and volatility and mimics the negative correlation between terms of trade and spreads to a significant extent.

Results match the empirical data in that default incentives are higher when the economy is in recession, has large debt positions and terms of trade are relatively low, and for the calibrated economy, it is found that spreads are not very responsive to US interest rate fluctuations. In addition, a more volatile output is associated with higher default probabilities and interest rate spreads.

The production technology in the paper allows one to explore the role of input shares and elasticities of substitution for quantifying country spreads in these economies. The model provides guidance on how would changes in the production structure of these economies impact on the countries’ risk of default, and thus,
on spreads. In particular, it is observed that a higher dependence of the productive sector on foreign inputs and a more rigid technology presenting a lower elasticity of input substitution may lead to higher country interest rate spreads and lower debt levels.

In a similar way, by analyzing changes in the consumption structure between importables and exportables, the model shows that for any given level of output fluctuations, the higher the weight of imported goods in the household consumption basket, the higher and more volatile will be the spreads and the lower the sustainable debt level.

The paper proceeds as follows: the next section provides the link to the literature; the economic environment and the benchmark model are presented in section 3, the equilibrium is characterized in section 4, political uncertainty is considered in section 5, the quantitative implications of the model are analyzed in section 6 and the conclusions are presented in section 7.

2 Link to the Literature

During the 1970s international lending took mostly the form of bank lending. The defaults of the 1980s prompted the international capital markets to partly switch from bank loans to bonds. In the 1990s, international bond issues by emerging market economies have surged dramatically and became one of the fastest growing devices of external development finance. An increasing number of emerging economies currently borrow from the international capital market by issuing bonds. Latin America accounted for the largest share of emerging market tradable debt throughout the decade. Bond financing became the second major source of funding in that region, where Cline (1995) documents that bond issues grew from less than 1 billion US$ in 1989 to 11.17 billion US$ in 1993. At the end of 1999, Latin America’s tradable sovereign external debt stood beyond US$ 200 billion. (CEPAL 2000). Interest rate spreads (the differences between yields on sovereign bonds of emerging market economies and U.S. treasury securities of comparable maturities) on bonds issued by Latin American countries fluctuated significantly during the decade and were subject to abrupt changes in moments of crisis. In fact, the change in composition of international capital lending has been accompanied by the occurrence of sudden reversals of capital flows and defaults like the Ecuadorian crisis of 1999 and the Argentinian crisis of 2001. Therefore, in order to assess the role of bonds as a source of external finance in emerging markets, it is important to understand the behavior and evolution of bond spreads in a framework that explicitly considers the link between bond value and risk of default, and the determinants of this risk.

There is an extensive debate about the determinants of pricing and thus the yield spreads of emerging market bond issues: while some subscribe to the view that spreads are driven by improvements in economic
fundamentals, others attribute the changes in spreads to global factors such as international interest rates and market sentiment. The identification of the sources of income and country spread volatility is very relevant from an analytical as well as from a policy perspective, since it helps policy makers to address them. A number of studies have addressed this issue: several studies find that macroeconomic variables such as GDP growth and external debt to GDP ratios are important determinants of country spreads.\(^1\) Min (1998) and Min, et. al. (2003) find that improved terms of trade are associated with lower yield spreads, since an improvement in the terms of trade implies an increase in exports earnings and better repayment capacity, which reduce the yield spread. At the same time, Min (1998) and Kamin and Von Kleist (1999) find that US interest rates do not appear to have significant effects.

In turn, other studies hold the view that external factors such as U.S. interest rates fluctuations play a relevant role. They consider that interest rate spreads have tended to move in the same direction as the changes in U.S. interest rates as seen in 1994 when a tightening of U.S. monetary policy was reflected in an significant widening of spreads. In a study for a group of emerging economies, Arora and Cerisola (2001) found that for the period 1994-1999 there is a positive relationship between sovereign spreads in secondary markets and the yields on U.S. treasury securities and conclude that the level of U.S. interest rates has direct positive effects on sovereign bond spreads.

Political variables are considered an important factor affecting default incentives thus interest rate spreads in emerging economies. Several empirical studies by Citron and Nickelsburg (1987), Balkan (1992), Li (1992), Rivoli and Brewer (1997) and Peter (2002) have tested and found evidence on the importance of political factors in studying sovereign debt and default issues and this paper precisely models this feature and provides a quantitative assessment of the impact of political uncertainty.

An important factor in driving business cycle fluctuations and a potentially relevant source of interest rate spreads in emerging economies are terms of trade and commodity price volatility. Emerging economies have more volatile business cycles than developed countries since their economies tend to be less diversified: GDP and government revenues sometimes depend excessively on one or two economic sectors or commodities. Price swings and negative terms of trade can therefore have important effects on these economies’ asset flows. Commodities provide raw materials for industries, food and jobs for families and communities, and export earnings for governments. Often, they are at the heart of national economies. According to UNCTAD, in 1995, 57 developing countries depended on three commodities for more than half of their exports. Fuels, grains and oilseeds are also very relevant imports for some developing countries. The notorious volatility of commodity prices creates instability and uncertainty for commodity-dependent developing countries, un-

\(^1\)Goldman Sachs (2000) among others
dermining economic growth and affecting governments, consumers and producers. Indeed, the literature on small open economies recognizes the terms of trade shocks as one of the most relevant shocks affecting these economies. Mendoza (1995) was the first paper to analyze the quantitative importance of terms of trade shocks in driving business cycles using a dynamic stochastic small open economy model. His paper focuses on aggregate output fluctuations and he finds that terms of trade disturbances explain 56% of output in developing countries. Kose (2002) studies the role of world price shocks - fluctuations in the prices of capital, intermediate and primary goods, and in the world interest rate - in the generation and propagation of business cycles in small open developing countries. He finds that world price shocks play an important role in driving business cycles in small open emerging economies: roughly 88 percent of aggregate output fluctuations can be explained by these shocks. With their significant impact on factors of production such as capital goods and intermediate inputs, they are able to explain the majority of the other variables’ fluctuations. Figures C1 to C3 in Appendix B illustrate the correlations between terms of trade fluctuations, interest rates spreads and GDP movements for the first country to default on Brady bonds, Ecuador. Before dollarizing the economy in January 2000, in 1999 Ecuador defaulted on its debt after a significant deterioration of the macroeconomic conditions. Prior to the crisis, the country experimented a significant deterioration of its terms of trade. Falling oil and primary commodity prices and a low nonoil tax base played a crucial role, which indicates the relevance of commodity price shocks. Ecuador’s economy and specially its exports are highly dependent on a few commodities. Moreover, as figure C1 shows, there is a strong negative correlation between one year lagged terms of trade movements and GDP fluctuations. This evidence is consistent with the findings in Broda (2003) who observes that terms of trade shocks are a substantial source of economic fluctuations and can seriously disrupt output growth in developing economies, specially in countries with fixed exchange rate regimes, and with the empirical study for Argentina and Ecuador in Broda and Tille (2003). Figure C2 shows that there is also a high negative correlation between one year lagged terms of trade movements and Ecuadorian sovereign interest rate spreads over the period. Recent empirical studies by Caballero (2003), Caballero and Panageas (2003) and by Calvo, Izquierdo and Mejia (2004) also find that a fall in commodity prices increases the likelihood of a Sudden Stop in capital flows, an event which is accompanied by large interest rate upswings. They point out the recent episode of the Russian August 1998 crises, in which emerging market economies such as Argentina, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, Korea and Peru all suffered from sudden stops in capital flows and an increase in country risk premia. Though terms of trade are usually considered an idiosyncratic factor, table C1 and figure C4 show a strong positive comovement in

---

2 World Bank Premnote No.13
3 GDP and TOT are in logs and all variables are detrended with a H-P filter.
5 Oil and bananas together accounted for 59 percent of Ecuadorian exports in 2001.
this variable for many Latin American countries over the last decade. This may suggest that terms of trade movements in the region might play a role in explaining the positive comovement of interest rate spreads, an empirical feature claimed in some of these empirical studies. The fact that sovereign spreads are higher in recessions indicates that business cycles in emerging market economies are negatively correlated with the interest rates that these economies face in international credit markets. In recent studies with data for different emerging economies, Neumeyer and Perri (2001) and Uribe and Yue (2003) have documented that the cost of foreign credit is higher in recessions than in booms. Emerging economies also present more volatile interest rates than developed countries. The countercyclical behavior of interest rates and their higher volatility are closely linked to the default probabilities that foreign lenders perceive from these economies. Empirical studies have estimated these probabilities, finding that the incentives to default are higher in recessions. Therefore, we can consider that in a recession, an emerging economy faces higher interest rates precisely because in that phase of the cycle foreign lenders perceive higher default probabilities and thus require higher risk premia.

In addition, Cantor and Packer (1996) have found that higher sovereign credit ratings are associated to lower interest rates. They have also observed that these ratings, which are valuations on the probability that a borrower will not pay back its debts, strongly respond to macroeconomic factors, such as the GDP growth rate and per capita income. These facts also suggest that the countercyclical behavior of sovereign default risk may explain the countercyclicality of interest rates. Therefore, the probability of no repayment that is perceived by international creditors may be playing a relevant role in explaining the behavior of interest rates faced by emerging market economies. Figure C3 shows the counter-cyclicality of Ecuadorian interest rate spreads. This evidence suggests that the analysis of international credit markets and the joint study of default risk, interest rates and external price shocks are a relevant research topic for emerging market macroeconomics.

In general equilibrium models for small open economies, it is assumed that there is perfect access to international credit markets, so the countries will borrow at a given international risk free rate up to the amount that their wealth allows them to. These countries participate in international credit markets in order to smooth their consumption and insure themselves against adverse shocks, facing no restriction in accessing the international credit markets. Because the international interest rate is exogenous, that is, it is not determined within the model, these models cannot explain the behavior of the interest rates that are faced by emerging market economies: interest rates do not depend on the domestic decisions taken by these economies.

---

6See Marcel Peter (2002) for a survey on econometric studies of the probability of sovereign default in emerging markets.
With the objective of generating endogenous interest rates that vary with the business cycle, this paper introduces a credit friction in a stochastic dynamic model for a small open economy. The friction arises because the government has the option of defaulting on its foreign debt. Thus, the interest rate faced by the country results from the interaction between the government and the foreign creditors.

The approach adopted in this paper is similar to the one that Arellano and Mendoza (2002) have proposed to explain the “Sudden Stops” feature that has been observed in emerging economies, and that standard small open economy RBC models do not explain. Arellano and Mendoza consider two credit frictions in credit markets that differentiate emerging economies from developed ones. The first friction is focused on the ability to pay of the borrower, who is willing to pay back her debt but cannot do it due to the realization of a bad state of nature. In this setup, the creditor requires some type of collateral to the borrower. The second type of friction is based on the willingness to pay of the borrower, who will optimally decide to default on her debt when the expected discounted value of defaulting exceeds the expected discounted value of repaying. The willingness to pay models were originated in the pioneering work of Eaton and Gerzovitz (1981) and using this approach, Chatterjee, Corbae, Nakajima and Rios Rull (2002) develop a quantitative model of unsecured consumer credit with the risk of default where they model equilibrium default in an incomplete markets setting.

This paper extends the approach developed by Eaton and Gersovitz (1981) in their seminal research on international lending by analyzing the relationship between terms of trade fluctuations, U.S. real interest rate shocks and endogenous default probabilities in a production economy. The model considers a default penalty that is limited to temporary financial autarky and introduces a production technology with imported intermediate goods and labour services to analyze the dynamics of labour, wages, output and interest rates. An equilibrium country interest rate schedule is characterized, its relation with output, terms of trade and U.S. real interest shocks are studied and the conditions under which default is an equilibrium outcome are analyzed. The model is applied in a quantitative exercise to the economy of Ecuador. The results show that the model can account for the dynamics and relationships between consumption, interest rates, labour income, output and terms of trade.

The model in this paper is specially related to Arellano (2004), who is the first to develop a quantitative model based on the willingness to pay approach in order to study output, real exchange rates and country spreads in emerging markets. Her analysis, however, does not consider a production economy or intermediate foreign inputs, it cannot capture any feedback from interest rates to future output and does not address the issue of terms of trade and U.S. real interest rate fluctuations. Aguiar and Gopinath (2004) extend Arellano’s research by analyzing the effect of stochastic productivity trends to improve the empirical predictions of the
model on the countercyclicality of the current account. The importance of terms of trade in a stochastic general equilibrium model of a small open economy is highlighted by Mendoza (1995) but he does not model endogenous equilibrium default. Kose (2002), Broda (2003) and Broda and Tille (2003) also study the importance of terms of trade and economic fluctuations using various approaches but their models do not account either for endogenous default risk premia or interest rate spreads.

3 The Model

Consider a standard neoclassical small open economy model with four agents, households, firms, government and foreign lenders, where the only asset traded in international financial markets is a one period non-contingent real discount bond that is available to the government. Debt contracts are not enforceable as the government has the option to default on them. When it defaults, it is temporarily cut off from credit markets. Foreign lenders charge a premium to account for the probability of not being paid back by the government. Households consume exportable and importable goods and leisure, and the government smooths their consumption path through lump sum transfers. Firms produce tradable goods. In addition to the lack of government commitment to repay its sovereign debt, two modifications are introduced to this otherwise standard neoclassical framework in order to capture some relevant empirical regularities and take into account commonly observed features of emerging economies. The first modification is that firms produce the tradable final good using labor and a foreign input, which allows one to study the impact of terms of trade movements on output and labor income, and through them, on country spreads. The second modification is that firms have to pay for part of the factors of production before production takes place, creating a need for working capital (Neumeyer and Perri 2001). This modification allows one to explore a potential transmission mechanism from US real interest rates to spreads and output. The latter feature generates a transmission mechanism by which real interest rates can potentially affect the level of economic activity and country spreads.

The model economy in the paper is subject to two shocks: terms of trade shocks $P_t$ and real interest rate shocks $r_{ft}$, each with a stationary and monotone Markov transition function. Let $s_t = \{P_t, r_{ft}\}$ and let $Q_{s_{t+1}}(s_{t+1}|s_t)$ denote the Markov transition function for $s$.

3.1 Households

There is a representative agent with preferences given by the present value of the sum of instantaneous utility functions. She maximizes the following objective function:
\[
\max_{\{x_t,m_t, l_t\}_{t=0}^{\infty}} E_0 \sum_{t=0}^{\infty} \beta^t u(C(x_t, m_t, l_t))
\] (1)

where \(\beta \in (0, 1)\) is the discount factor. Households derive utility from the consumption of goods and leisure. Let \(C_t\) be a composite good that aggregates household consumption of importables, exportables and leisure. Thus, \(x_t\) represents the domestic consumption of the exportable good produced in this economy and \(m_t\) represents the amount of the importable good. The amount of labor is denoted by \(l_t\). The period utility function is concave, strictly increasing and twice differentiable and follows the GHH (1988) specification:

\[
u(C_t) = \frac{(c_t - \frac{1}{1+\phi})^{1-\sigma} - 1}{\frac{1}{1-\sigma}}
\]

where

\[
c_t(x_t, m_t) = x_t^\alpha m_t^{1-\alpha}
\] (2)

is a composite good with a Cobb Douglas aggregation function on household consumption of importables and exportables.

The representative consumer receives labor income and a lump sum transfer from the government, so she maximizes (2) subject to the budget constraint

\[
P x_t + m_t = w_t l_t + T_t
\] (3)

where \(P\) is the relative price of exportables with respect to importables, the terms of trade faced by the economy. Terms of trade are exogenous because the economy is small in international goods markets. \(w_t\) represents the wage, and \(T_t\) reflects a lump sum transfer in units of importables that the government gives to the houseolud to smooth her consumption path. A positive \(T_t\) is thus a subsidy and a negative value represents a tax. This transfer is chosen by the government, so it is exogenous for individual consumers. Given the nature of the representative household’s budget constraint, she faces a static optimization problem.

### 3.2 Firms

Firms are identical, perfectly competitive in input and final goods markets and produce the tradable final good using labour \(L\) and an intermediate imported input. They produce using a CES technology. At the beginning of each period, firms hire labor and buy an intermediate foreign good in the international goods market. Firms have to pay up-front for the inputs but at the beginning of the period they have no resources to do it because production has not taken place yet. Consequently, they use short term credits in the form of
intra period loans. This working capital loans are provided by foreign trade partners. Therefore, the timing of the representative firm is as follows: first it observes the realizations of the terms of trade and U.S. real interest rate shocks and then it decides how much to produce and requests the working capital loan to hire labor and buy the foreign input. At the end of the period, once production has taken place, the firm pays back the loan. Since the firm has commitment to repay the loan and all its decision take place during the period, it faces no default risk and therefore it pays the risk free real interest rate for the working capital loan.

The problem of the representative firm can be expressed as follows:

$$\max_{\{L_t, Z_t\}} P_t F(L_t, Z_t) - (1 + r_{ft})[w_t L_t + Z_t]$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where $F(\cdot)$ is strictly increasing in each argument and homogeneous of degree one, $L_t$ and $Z_t$ denote respectively the amount of labor and imported intermediate good. While countries are in temporary financial autarky after a default episode, empirical studies (Puhan and Sturzenegger (2002)) estimate an average fall in output of 2 % that may be reflecting cuts in foreign aid and trade disruptions, which is captured in the model as an exogenous fall in the productivity of firms, $AP_t F(L_t, Z_t)$ where $0 < A < 1$.

3.3 The Government

There is a benevolent government in that its objective is to maximize the utility of the households in the economy. The government has access to international financial markets where it can lend and borrow. Credit markets are incomplete because the government can only save and indebt itself issuing and buying non contingent one period bonds. The government uses international borrowing to give a lump sum transfer $T$ to the households (if $T < 0$ it is a tax). Each period, the government can choose between paying its debt or defaulting on it. This decision results from comparing the net benefits of the two alternatives, that is, by optimally balancing the cost of exclusion given by the foregone benefits of consumption smoothing, against the direct costs of repayment given by the short-run disutility of repaying the loan. Since the government faces an intertemporal problem, it is expressed in a recursive dynamic programming form. Conditional on having access to international credit markets, the government has to decide whether to default, the amount of transfers and how much borrowing or saving to do each period given the exogenous shocks and the amount of outstanding assets or liabilities it has. Therefore, the state variables for the government are $B_t$, $d_t$ and $s_t$, where $d_t = 1$ if the economy has access to credit markets and 0 otherwise. $s_t$ denotes the vector of exogenous state variables, $s_t = \{P_t, r_{ft}\}$. 10
The value function of the government who has access to credit markets and begins the period with an amount of foreign assets $B$ and shock $s$ is $V_0(B, s)$. The government must decide whether to default or not by comparing the value of paying its debt and remaining in the credit market $V^c(B, s)$, with the value of defaulting and living in temporary autarky $V^d(s)$. The decision problem can be expressed as follows:

$$V_0(B, s) = \max\{V^c(B, s), V^d(s)\}$$

so that the optimal default decision can be characterized by

$$D(B, s) = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if } V^c(B, s) > V^d(s) \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$

which indicates that the government optimally defaults whenever the discounted value of choosing to default is equal or higher than the continuation value. The government default policies determine a repayment set $\Gamma(B)$ defined as the set of values of the exogenous shocks such that repayment is optimal given asset holding level $B$,

$$\Gamma(B) = \{s \in \Upsilon : D(B, s) = 1\}$$

and a default set $\mathcal{F}(B)$ defined as the set of values of the exogenous shocks such that default is optimal given asset holding level $B$,

$$\mathcal{F}(B) = \{s \in \Upsilon : D(B, s) = 0\}$$

When the government decides to pay, it can issue new debt and give a transfer to the households according to the following restriction:

$$T = B - q(B', s)B'$$

A negative value of $B$ implies that the government has foreign debt. $q(B', s)$ is the price of the bond that pays one unit of importables next period if the government does not default. When the government borrows, it sells bonds in the international credit market, and when it lends, it buys bonds from foreign creditors. A sell of $B'$ in bonds - a negative value of $B'$- implies that the government receives $q(B', s)B'$ units of period $t$ importable good from foreign creditors on the current period and promises to pay $B'$ units of the good next period conditional on not defaulting.

In the same way, a purchase of bonds of value $B'$ implies that the government lends $q(B', s)B'$ units of period $t$ importable good to foreign creditors and it will receive $B'$ units next period. It is assumed that foreign creditors always pay their debts, so the only agent who may decide not to commit to repay is the domestic government. When the government borrows, the price of the bond reflects the possibility that the government defaults, so this price should depend on $B'$ (the amount that is borrowed) and on $s$ (since
today’s shocks affect the probability distribution for next period shocks) because the incentives to default depend on both factors.

Therefore, the government problem when it participates in international credit markets can be expressed as follows:

\[
V^c(B, s) = \max_{T, B'} \{ u(X, M, L) + \beta \sum_{s'} V_0(B', s') Q(s'/s) \} \tag{10}
\]

s.t.

\[
B = q(B', s)B' + T \tag{11}
\]

\[
M = M(T, s) \tag{12}
\]

\[
X = X(T, s) \tag{13}
\]

\[
L = L(T, s) \tag{14}
\]

and \( B' \geq N \) which refers to a lower bound on debt for the government that precludes it from running Ponzi games but is not binding in equilibrium. The first restriction is the one already described. The last three equations reflect the fact that the government makes its decisions subject to the private sector optimizing as well. Note that households optimize taking as given the government transfer \( T \).

When the government decides not to pay its sovereign debt the country loses access to international credit markets for a stochastic number of periods, so the country is temporarily in financial autarky, without being able to save or borrow. Therefore, the problem when the country is in autarky is as follows:

\[
V^d(s) = u(X_d, M_d, L_d) + \beta \sum_{s'} [\mu V_0(0, s') + (1 - \mu) V^d(s') Q(s'/s)] \tag{15}
\]

s.t.

\[
T = 0 \tag{16}
\]

\[
X_d = X_d(T, s) \tag{17}
\]

\[
M_d = M_d(T, s) \tag{18}
\]

\[
L_d = L_d(T, s) \tag{19}
\]

which shows that the government has no instruments now to smooth household consumption. The probability of reentering financial markets next period is denoted \( \mu \). When the economy returns to financial markets, it does so with no debt burden, \( B = 0 \).
3.4 Foreign Creditors

There is a large number of identical, infinitely lived foreign lenders. Each lender can borrow or lend resources at the risk free rate \( r_f \) and participates in a perfectly competitive market to the small open economy.

The individual lender is risk neutral and maximizes expected profits, which are given by the following equation

\[
\Phi = -qB' + \frac{\lambda(B', s)}{1 + r_f}0 + \frac{1 - \lambda(B', s)}{1 + r_f}B'
\]

As it was pointed out by Cole and Kehoe (1996), the assumption of risk neutrality of lenders captures the idea that the analysis considers that compared to international credit markets, the domestic economy is small.

The first term of the equation above shows that when creditors lend to the government in the current period, they buy the discount bond issued by the domestic government at a price \( q \). Next period the lenders may receive the face value of the bond depending on whether the government defaults or not. When it defaults, creditors get 0 units of the importable good. \( \lambda(B', s) \) is the endogenous probability that the government defaults on its sovereign debt. Therefore, with probability \( 1 - \lambda(B', s) \) lenders will be paid back an amount \( B' \).

Since there is perfect competition in the credit market, a zero profit condition for the foreign creditor is satisfied. The bond price is then:

\[
q(B', s) = \frac{(1 - \lambda(B', s))}{1 + r_f}
\]

where \( \lambda(B', s) \) is the endogenous probability that the domestic government will default on its sovereign debt.

4 Equilibrium

In equilibrium households choose optimal consumption of importables and exportables given prices and government transfers, firms optimize given prices and the government determines its optimal default policy and its optimal asset holding policy subject to the private sector optimizing and foreign lenders optimizing by satisfying their zero profit condition from the debt contract.

**Definition 1** A recursive equilibrium for this small open economy is characterized by

i. a set of value functions \( V_0, V^c \) and \( V^d \) for the government,

ii. a set of policy functions for household consumption of exportables \( X(B, d, s) \) and importables \( M(B, d, s) \) and labour supply \( l(B, d, s) \),

iii. policy functions for the firm’s demand for foreign inputs \( Z(B, d, s) \) and for labor \( L(B, d, s) \).
iv. policy functions for government’s default decision \(D(B, s)\), optimal asset holdings \(B'(B, s)\) and transfers \(T(B, d, s)\),
v. a wage function \(w(B, d, s)\)
vi. a bond price function \(q(B', s)\)
such that
1. The wage function is such that the labor market clears, \(L(B, d, s) = l(B, d, s)\).
2. Given the wage function, the policy functions for the firm solve 4:
\[
\{Z(B, d, s), L(B, d, s)\} \in \arg \max_{\{L, Z\}} PF(L, Z) - (1 + r_f)[wL + Z]
\]
3. Given the government policies \(d(B, s)\), \(B'(B, s)\) and \(T(B, d, s)\), the bond price function and the wage function, the household policies \(X(B, d, s)\), \(M(B, d, s)\) and \(l(B, d, s)\) solve the household’s problem 1. That is,
\[
\{X(B, d, s), M(B, d, s), l(B, d, s)\} \in \arg \max_{\{x, m, l\}} u(x, m, l)
\]
\[
st
\]
\[
Px + m = w(B, d, s)l + T(B, d, s)
\]
\[
T(B, 0, s) = 0
\]
\[
T(B, 1, s) = B - q(B', s)B'
\]
\[
B' = B'(B, s)
\]
4. Given the bond price function \(q(B', s)\) and the optimal policies for firms and households, the government’s value functions \(V_0, V^c\) and \(V^d\) and its policy functions \(d(B, s)\), \(B'(B, s)\) and \(T(B, d, s)\) solve 5, 10 and 15:
\[
V_0(B, s) = \max\{V^c(B, s), V^d(s)\}
\]
\[
D(B, s) \in \arg \max\{V^c(B, s), V^d(s)\}
\]
\[ V^c(B, s) = \max_{T, B'} \{ u(X, M, L) + \beta \sum_{s'} V_0(B', s') Q(s'/s) \} \]

\[ \{ T(B, 1, s), B'(B, s) \} \in \arg \max_{T, B'} \{ u(X, M, L) + \beta \sum_{s'} V_0(B', s') Q(s'/s) \} \]

\[ s.t. \]

\[ T(B, 1, s) = B - q(B', s) B' \]

\[ B' \geq N \]

\[ M = M(T, s) \]

\[ X = X(T, s) \]

\[ L = L(T, s) \]

\[ V^d(s) = \max_T \{ u(X_d, M_d, L_d) + \beta \sum_{s'} [\mu V_0(0, s') + (1 - \mu) V^d(s')] Q(s'/s) \} \]

\[ T(B, 0, s) \in \arg \max_T \{ u(X_d, M_d, L_d) + \beta \sum_{s'} [\mu V_0(0, s') + (1 - \mu) V^d(s')] Q(s'/s) \} \]

\[ s.t. \]

\[ T \leq 0 \]

\[ X_d = X_d(T, s) \]

\[ M_d = M_d(T, s) \]

\[ L_d = L_d(T, s) \]

5. The equilibrium bond price \( q(B', s) \) is such that all agents in the small open economy are optimizing and international lenders get zero expected profits, satisfying credit market clearing condition:

\[ q(B', s) = \frac{(1 - \lambda(B', s))}{1 + \tau_f} \]

where \( B' = B'(B, s) \)

The equilibrium bond price \( q(B', s) \) reflects the probability of default of the government, \( \lambda(B', s) \), which results from

\[ \lambda(B', s) = \sum_{s' \in F(B')} Q(s'/s) \]

so that the default probability is one when \( F(B') = \emptyset \) and it is zero when \( F(B') = \Upsilon \).
4.1 Characterization of the Equilibrium

**Proposition 1** For any given realization of the exogenous shocks \( s = \{P, r_f\} \), default incentives are stronger the higher the level of foreign debt.

**Proof.** See Appendix. ■

The logic is similar to Eaton and Gersovitz (1981). If default is optimal for some level of assets \( B \) for a given terms of trade shock \( P \), the value of staying in the contract is lower than the value of default. Since the value of default is independent of \( B \), the value of the contract monotonically increases in the amount of assets \( B \), there exists a sufficiently negative level of assets \( B \) for which the economy optimally defaults for all realizations of the terms of trade shocks. As assets increase, the default set shrinks. At a sufficiently high level of assets \( B \leq 0 \) the economy never defaults.

This proposition shows how the bond price schedule depends on the amount of assets and shock realizations. For \( B \geq B \) and any realization of the shocks, default is not an equilibrium outcome, so the bond pays the risk free rate. Since default sets shrink in assets, as the economy decreases its level of assets \( B' \) such that \( B < B' < B \), equilibrium default probabilities increase and the equilibrium bond price function \( q(B', s) \) declines in \( B' \). Therefore, the larger the amount of debt, the higher the default probability and the lower the bond price. When \( B' \leq B \) default is optimal for any realization of the shocks, which implies that the probability of default is one and thus the bond price is zero.

Figure 1 shows the default region for the calibrated economy, that is, the combinations of terms of trade levels and foreign debt levels for which default is optimal. Given a terms of trade shock, if default is optimal for a certain debt level, it will be optimal for all higher levels of the ratio, illustrating the result of Proposition 1.

**Proposition 2** For any given level of foreign debt and world risk free rate, without government intervention a lower realization of the exogenous shocks \( s = \{P, r_f\} \) reduces household welfare.

**Proof.** See Appendix. ■

An adverse terms of trade shocks has two effects on the economy: on the production side, as the relative price of output with respect to factor prices declines, the economy finds it more costly to produce the final exportable good, so the demand for labor and the foreign input falls. The decrease in the use of the foreign input lowers the marginal product of labor, thus decreasing further the demand for this factor and decreasing wages. Then, household income falls both because the economy produces a smaller amount of exportables and because the value of those produced goods can be exchanged for a reduced amount of imported goods. On the consumption side, adverse terms of trade change the relative price of the components of the consumption basket, making importables more expensive. This tends to reduce the consumption of importables. At the
same time, the substitution effect tends to increase consumption of exportables. However, given that both importables and exportables are normal goods, the fall in income tends to reduce the consumption of both goods. Since the latter effect is stronger, consumption of both goods falls. The decline in labor implies a higher amount of leisure which increases welfare, but it also implies a lower household income that tends to reduce consumption of goods which more than offsets the leisure effect. The overall net effect is a fall in consumption of the composite good and therefore in household welfare.

The following propositions are derived for the case of i.i.d. shocks, permanent autarky and no output loss in autarky, but they are also satisfied in the specification for the quantitative analysis.

**Proposition 3** For any given level of foreign debt and world risk free rate, default incentives are stronger the lower the realization of the exogenous shocks $s = \{P, r_f\}$.

**Proof.** See Appendix. ■

According to Proposition 2, an adverse terms of trade shock would reduce household’s welfare, providing an incentive to the benevolent government in the economy to implement a positive transfer. However, if the government is a net debtor it would have to borrow in order to obtain resources for both paying back its foreign debt and giving a transfer to consumers, necessarily increasing foreign debt. After a sequence of bad terms of trade shocks the government could end up highly indebted. Under this circumstance, there would not be financial contracts available to the government that allowed it to give a positive transfer, so instead of implementing a transfer the government would have to tax households to pay back its debt. This would imply a lower level of welfare for consumers and since utility is concave and increasing in the composite good, the reduction in welfare would be more costly the lower the terms of trade. Therefore, if the government is already highly indebted and the country faces a negative shock, the bond is not a very useful insurance instrument because with a low terms of trade shock the economy would like to borrow but it cannot raise enough resources to smooth consumption. Then, the asset is not very valuable for the economy and default may be the optimal choice in a state where the shock is low. Therefore, defaulting could be the optimal decision. Then, given a foreign debt level, the worse the terms of trade shock the higher the incentives to default.

As it can be seen in Figure 1 for the calibrated economy, given a debt level, if default is optimal for a certain terms of trade shock, it will be optimal for all lower values of the shock, implying that default incentives are stronger the lower the realization of the shocks.

**Proposition 4** Asset decisions are increasing in terms of trade. The government borrows more in recessions than in booms. Given a current level of foreign assets $B$ and world risk free rate $r_f$, conditional on not defaulting, for all $P_1 < P_2$, if $B'_1 = B'(B, r_f, P_1)$ and $B'_2 = B'(B, r_f, P_2)$ then $B'_1 < B'_2$. 
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**Proof.** See Appendix.

Since the government is benevolent, it maximizes consumer lifetime utility, which implies smoothing households’ consumption. In order to do that, the government borrows and implements a positive transfer in bad times and taxes households and saves in good times. The government lends and borrows by issuing and buying non contingent bonds respectively. Since the government cannot commit to pay its foreign debt, when borrowing it faces an interest rate that may be higher than the risk free international interest rate. This risk premia is increasing in foreign debt because the incentives to default are higher when the government is highly indebted. Therefore, the bond price is increasing in foreign assets. On the other hand, when terms of trade shocks are i.i.d., bond prices do not depend on the current realization of terms of trade, because the probability of having an adverse shock tomorrow does not depend on the current level of terms of trade. Thus the government faces the same bond price schedule in all states of the world. The financial contracts available to the government are the same for all possible realizations of terms of trade. Now suppose that the government borrows more and gives a higher transfer to consumers in booms than in recessions: that would make household consumption even more volatile. Instead of smoothing consumption, the government would be doing the opposite. Since the contracts available to the government in good times are also available in bad times, the government could switch assets decisions and in this way smooth households consumption, which would be welfare enhancing for consumers, because they prefer a smooth path of consumption over a volatile one. Therefore, given the contracts available to the government, borrowing more in economic expansions would not be an optimal decision.

**Proposition 5** Interest rates cannot be procyclical. Given a current level of foreign assets $B$ and world risk free rate $r_f$, for all $P_1 < P_2$, if $B_1' = B'(B, r_f, P_1)$ and $B_2' = B'(B, r_f, P_2)$ then $q(B_1') \leq q(B_2')$.

**Proof.** See Appendix.

Governments borrow more in bad times at higher interest rates. When the country is hit by an adverse terms of trade shock, the government issues bonds and transfers resources to consumers in order to avoid a fall in households welfare. Higher borrowing implies higher risk premium, because default incentives are stronger the higher the level of foreign debt. Since adverse terms of trade realizations reduce domestic output, the government would be borrowing more in recessions and paying higher interest rates. Given i.i.d. terms of trade shocks, the government faces the same bond price schedule in good and bad times. The bond price is decreasing in foreign debt because risk premium is increasing in the probability of default, hence higher borrowing implies a movement along a unique and decreasing bond price schedule. Thus, interest rates are countercyclical.
The Euler equation for the government is obtained from the first order condition of its dynamic optimization problem and the envelope theorem:

\[
\frac{\partial u(C)}{\partial C} \left[ \frac{\partial C}{\partial X} \frac{\partial X}{\partial T} + \frac{\partial C}{\partial M} \frac{\partial M}{\partial T} \right] \left[ q + \frac{\partial q}{\partial B} B' \right] = \beta \sum_{f (B')} \frac{\partial u(C')}{\partial C'} \left[ \frac{\partial C'}{\partial X'} \frac{\partial X'}{\partial T'} + \frac{\partial C'}{\partial M'} \frac{\partial M'}{\partial T'} \right] Q(s'/s).
\] (21)

The Euler equation is interpreted in terms of marginal benefits and marginal cost of additional lending or borrowing. First, consider the case where the government is a net creditor. Note that lending implies buying foreign bonds, so additional lending would imply additional bond purchases: the government would tax households and use the proceeds to finance these additional foreign bonds purchases. Since the country is small in international credit markets, all external prices including the world interest rate are given, so the government can not influence credit markets and additional lending would not affect the international risk free rate \( \frac{\partial q}{\partial B} = 0 \). Thus, the price of the bonds bought by the government is simply the inverse of the risk rate \( q = \frac{1}{1+r} \), so that for each unit of additional lending the government increases taxes and reduces current households’s expenditure in \( q \) units. In the next period, the government would receive one unit of foreign
goods, which will be given to households as a lump sum transfer.

The marginal benefits and costs can be described as follows:

In terms of effects on today’s utility, a marginal increase in current lending affects consumption of both goods. The government increases taxes and reduces consumer’s disposable income in $q$ units. Since both goods are normal, households end up consuming less of both exportable and importable goods, which would reduce today’s welfare. On the other hand, the following period the government will get one unit of foreign goods for each unit of additional lending. These resources will be given to households as a lump sum transfer, thus future disposable income goes up, which allows households to consume more goods, increasing tomorrow’s welfare.

Now consider the more interesting case where the government is a net debtor. Borrowing from international capital markets implies issuing bonds and transferring resources to consumers. Additional borrowing would affect government’s transfers to households. Since the government is borrowing more it could give a higher transfer but at the same time if the government is already indebted additional borrowing would increase the interest rate that it faces in international markets. As it was explained before, default probabilities are increasing in foreign debt, so if the government wants to borrow more, foreign lenders would require a higher risk premium. The decrease in the bond price implies that the government is not getting as many resources from selling bonds as it would get if the bond price were constant. Therefore, when evaluating the benefits and costs of additional external borrowing, the government takes into account the fact that issuing more bonds would decrease the price. Although the country is small, the government’s borrowing can affect the idiosyncratic bond price that it faces: if the government issues additional bonds, default probabilities will be higher and foreign creditors will demand a lower price, otherwise they will not buy the bonds.

There is another effect involved in the marginal benefit and marginal cost analysis of additional borrowing which provides additional insight into the transmission mechanisms present in the Euler equation:

In terms of effects on current welfare, for each unit of additional borrowing the government increases the transfer to consumers in $q + \frac{\partial q}{\partial B'}B'$ units, these extra resources allow households to consume more of both goods, thus today’s utility goes up. Next period, the government would have to repay its debt, which reduces future household disposable income and consumption. However, it only pays back when it’s optimal, so households only end up consuming less goods in those states where the government does not default and taxes households in order to honor its obligations. It is important to mention that the repayment set $F(B')$, depends on $B'$, thus additional borrowing would enlarge it. In order to analyze the effects of extra borrowing on next period’ utility, tomorrow’s terms of trade realizations can be separated into three sets: first, those states where the government repays its debt, before and after increasing $B'$. In these states
additional borrowing would reduce disposable income and consumption, since the government would have to tax households to pay its debt. Second, those states where the government defaults, before and after increasing $B'$. In these states, households simply consume their income, thus additional borrowing would not have any effect on welfare. Finally, those states where the government does not default before increasing $B'$, but it does after issuing additional bonds. In these states, if households are taxed before the change in $B'$, then they would not be taxed after the rise in external borrowing, therefore welfare would be increased in these states.

4.2 Political Uncertainty

Consider the neoclassical small open economy model of the previous section with two types of agents, each represented by a party, and foreign lenders. Each period one of the two parties is in office, and the incumbent remain in power with a given probability $\pi$. As in the previous section, both households value importables, exportables and leisure, and firms produce exportables using foreign inputs and labor. The party in office has to decide how allocate the resources available to the economy between households and the issue of bonds in international financial markets. However, as in the previous section, there is lack of government commitment to repay its sovereign debt. This feature, together with the political uncertainty introduced to this otherwise standard neoclassical framework, are intended to capture some relevant empirical regularities and take into account commonly observed features of emerging economies.

Representative agent $i$ derives utility from the consumption of importables, exportables and leisure and has preferences given by the present value of the sum of instantaneous utility functions. The period utility function is concave, strictly increasing and twice differentiable and follows the CRRA specification:

$$u(C_i) = \frac{C_i^{1-\sigma}}{1-\sigma}$$

where

$$C_i = \frac{(c_i - \frac{m_i}{x_i})^{1-\sigma}}{1-\sigma}$$

and

$$c_i(x_i, m_i) = x_i^\alpha m_i^{1-\alpha}$$

with $\sigma \in (0,1)$, so $u(0) = 0$.

Agent $i$ maximizes utility subject to the following budget constraint

$$P x_i + m_i = w_i + T_i$$

where as before, $T_i$ represents the government transfer to agent $i$. The problem for the firm is the same as in the previous section.
The Government

Political party 1 represents agent 1 and faces the following decisions. When it is in office it must initially decide whether to default or not on the country’s foreign debt, and if it does not default it must then decide on the allocation of the transfers to the agents and on the amount of foreign debt for next period. If it defaults it only decides on the allocation of the transfers to the agents. If not in office, the party receives the resource allocations that the other party in government optimally chooses. Since the parties face intertemporal problems, the latter are expressed in a recursive dynamic programming form, where the state variables for the incumbent are \( B, s \) and \( d \), where \( d = 1 \) if the economy has access to credit markets and 0 otherwise. The value function of the incumbent, party 1, who has access to credit markets and begins the period with an amount of foreign assets \( B \) and shock \( s \) is then \( V_0(B, s) \). The party must decide whether to default or not by comparing the value of paying back and remaining in the credit market \( V_c(B, s) \), with the value of defaulting and living in temporary autarky \( V^d(s) \).

Therefore, the initial default decision for party 1 when in office and the economy is participating in financial markets can be written as follows

\[
V_0(B, s) = \max \{ V_c(B, s), V^d(s) \} \tag{22}
\]

The party can choose between paying the current country’s debt or defaulting on it. This decision results from comparing the net benefits of the two alternatives, that is, by optimally balancing the cost of exclusion given by the foregone benefits of consumption smoothing, against the direct costs of repayment given by the short-run disutility of repaying the loan. The optimal default decision can be characterized by

\[
D(B, s) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } V_c(B, s) > V^d(s) \\
0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

which indicates that the party 1 optimally defaults whenever the discounted value of choosing to default is equal or higher than the continuation value. The default policies determine a repayment set \( \Gamma(B) \) defined as the set of values of the exogenous shocks such that repayment is optimal given asset holding level \( B \),

\[
\Gamma(B) = \{ s \in \Upsilon : D(B, s) = 1 \}
\]

and a default set \( \zeta(B) \) defined as the set of values of the exogenous shocks such that default is optimal given asset holding level \( B \),

\[
\zeta(B) = \{ s \in \Upsilon : D(B, s) = 0 \}
\]

When the party 1 decides to pay, it can issue new debt and faces the following budget constraint:

\[
T_1 + T_2 = B - q(B', s)B'
\]
Therefore, the government problem when it participates in international credit markets can be expressed as follows:

\[
V^c(B, s) = \max_{T_1, T_2, B'} \left\{ u(C_1(T_1, s)) + \beta \left[ \sum_{s'} \left[ \pi V_0(B', s') + (1 - \pi) V_0(B', s') \right] Q(s'/s) \right] \right\}
\]

s.t.

\[
T_1 + T_2 = B - q(B', s)B'
\]

and \( B' \geq N \) which refers to a lower bound on debt for the government that precludes it from running Ponzi games but is not binding in equilibrium. \( C_1(T_1, s) \) is the optimal value of the composite consumption good for agent 1 given \( T_1 \) and \( s \).

\( V_0 \) is the discounted continuation value for party 1 when party 2 is in office and the country has access to international credit markets, so that party 2 has the option to default or repay, and its expression is as follows:

\[
V_0(B, s) = V^c(B, s)
\]

for \( D^*(B, s) = 0 \)

\[
B^* = G^*(B, s)
\]

\[
T_1^*, T_2^*
\]

where \( T_i^* \) denotes the transfer to agent \( i \) made by party 2 in office, and \( G^*(B, s) \) its borrowing decision.

\[
V^c(B, s) = u(C_1(T_1^*, s)) + \beta \left[ \sum_{s'} \left[ (1 - \pi) V_0(B^*, s') + \pi V_0(B^*, s') \right] Q(s'/s) \right],
\]

which means that party 2 did not default and therefore is choosing foreign assets for next period \( B^* \) as well as transfers \( T_1^*, T_2^* \).

When party 2 defaults, the expression for \( V_0 \) can be written as follows

\[
V_0(B, s) = V^d(B, s)
\]

if \( D^*(B, s) = 1 \)

When the party in office (in this case party 1) decides not to pay the outstanding foreign debt the country loses access to international credit markets for a stochastic number of periods, so the country is temporarily
in financial autarky, without being able to save or borrow. Therefore, the problem for party 1 when the country is in autarky is as follows:

\[
V^d(s) = \max_{T_1^d, T_2^d} \left\{ \mu \sum_{s'} \left[ \pi V_0(0, s') + (1 - \pi) V_0(0, s') \right] Q(s'/s) + (1 - \mu) \sum_{s'} \left[ \pi V^d(s') + (1 - \pi) V^d(s') \right] Q(s'/s) \right\}
\]

s.t.

\[T_1^d + T_2^d = 0\] (27)

The probability of reentering financial markets next period is denoted \(\mu\). When the economy returns to financial markets, it does so with no debt burden, \(B = 0\). The expression for the utility of party 1 when it is not in office and the country is in autarky, \(V^d\), is as follows:

\[
V^d(s) = u(C_1^d(T_1^d, s)) + \beta \left\{ \mu \sum_{s'} \left[ (1 - \pi)V_0(0, s') + \pi V_0(0, s') \right] Q(s'/s) + (1 - \mu) \sum_{s'} \left[ (1 - \pi)V^d(s') + \pi V^d(s') \right] Q(s'/s) \right\}
\]

(28)

where \(T_1^{d*}\) denotes the transfer to agent 1 made by party 2 in office when the country is in autarky.

The problem for party 2 is analogous to the one for party 1 and the following notation is used:

\(J_0(B, s)\) represents the default choice value function of party 2 when it is in office, it has access to credit markets and begins the period with an amount of foreign assets \(B\) and endowment \(y\).

\(J^c(B, s)\) represents the utility from repaying debt for party 2 when it is in office.

\(J^d(B, s)\) represents the utility of not repaying for party 2 (it is in office).

\(J_0(B, s)\) represents the utility for party 2 when party 1 is in office, the country has access to international credit markets and party 1 has the option to default or not.

\(J^c(B, s)\) represents the utility for party 2 when party 1 is in office and decided to pay the debt.

\(J^d(B, s)\) represents the utility for party 2 when party 1 is in office and decided to default.

\(T_1^*, T_2^*, B^*\) represent the optimal transfer and saving choices made by party 2 when the country is in financial markets. \(D^*(B, s)\) represents the optimal default decision and \(T_1^{d*}, T_2^{d*}\) represent the optimal transfer choices made by party 2 when the country is in autarky.

**Foreign Creditors**

There is a large number of identical, infinitely lived foreign lenders. Each lender can borrow or lend resources at the risk free rate \(r_f\) and lends in a perfectly competitive market to the small open economy. The individual lender is risk neutral. As pointed out by Cole and Kehoe (1996), the assumption of risk neutrality of lenders captures the idea that the domestic economy is small compared to world credit markets. Creditors have perfect information regarding the economy’s endowment and political processes and each period they can
observe the endowment level, as well as the ruling party. They choose loans $B'$ to maximize expected profits taking into account the probability of each of the parties being in office tomorrow. Then, if party 1 is in office, lenders maximize the following expression:

$$\Phi = -qB' + \frac{\pi(1 - \lambda(B', s))}{1 + rf}B' + \frac{(1 - \pi)(1 - \lambda^*(B', s))}{1 + rf}B'$$

and if party 2 is in office, lenders maximize

$$\Phi = -q^*B^* + \frac{\pi(1 - \lambda^*(B^*, s))}{1 + rf}B^* + \frac{(1 - \pi)(1 - \lambda(B^*, s))}{1 + rf}B^*$$

where $q$ is the price of a one-period non-contingent bond if party 1 is the incumbent and $q^*$ is the price if party 2 is the incumbent, $B'$ is the amount of assets issued by the government if party 1 is in office and $B^*$ is the corresponding amount if party 2 is in office. $\lambda$ and $\lambda^*$ are the endogenous default probabilities for party 1 and party 2 respectively. Finally, $\pi$ is the probability of the incumbent of staying in office, note that only the incumbent borrows from capital markets.

Perfect competition in the credit market implies that the zero expected profit condition for the foreign creditor must be satisfied. The correspondent bond prices if party 1 or 2 are in office today are then:

$$q(B', y) = \frac{\pi(1 - \lambda(B', y))}{1 + rf}B' + \frac{(1 - \pi)(1 - \lambda^*(B', y))}{1 + rf}B'$$

$$q^*(B^*, y) = \frac{\pi(1 - \lambda^*(B^*, y))}{1 + rf}B^* + \frac{(1 - \pi)(1 - \lambda(B^*, y))}{1 + rf}B^*$$

### 4.3 Equilibrium

The paper focuses on Markov Perfect Equilibria, i.e. subgame perfect equilibria that use Markov strategies. It is assumed that parties play only stationary Markov strategies, that is their decisions are only a function of the payoff relevant (state) variables at a given point in time. There is no reputation building under this assumption, so that whatever occurred in the past does not affect the current income and the future does not matter for the politicians’ behavior.

**Definition 2** A Stationary Markov strategy for party 1 and 2 respectively is a profile of transfers $T_i(B, s, d), i = 1, 2, T^*_i(B, s, d), i = 1, 2$ default functions $D(B, s), D^*(B, s)$ and asset functions $G(B, s), G^*(B, s)$ respectively, $X = \{D(B, s), G(B, s), T_i(B, s, d)\}$ and $X^* = \{D^*(B, s), G^*(B, s), T^*_i(B, s, d)\}$.

Thus, the transfer correspondence $T_i(B, s, d), i = 1, 2$, determines the optimal transfers to all parties that party 1 will choose if she is in power at some time given an asset level $B$ and shock $s$. A transfer $T_2(B, s, d)$ is the transfer that party 1 will provide to party 2 if she were in power with an asset level $B$ and shock
The function $G(B,s)$ details how much of the savings are done in the foreign asset if party 1 is in power with assets $B$ and shock $s$. In addition, if parties play Markov strategies and party 1 does not value the consumption of agent 2, when party 1 is in office it will transfer all labor income from agent 2 to agent 1, so agent 2 will have no incentives to work and will therefore have $C_2 = 0$ and $C_2^d = 0$. Therefore, in equilibrium $T_1^d = T_2^d = 0$. Analogously, since party 2 does not value the consumption of agent 1, when party 2 is in office it follows that $C_1^* = 0$, $C_1^{ed} = 0$ and $T_1^{ed} = T_2^{ed} = 0$.

**Definition 3** A recursive equilibrium for this small open economy is characterized by

i. a set of value functions $V_0, V^c, V^d, \overrightarrow{V}_0, \overrightarrow{V}^c, \overrightarrow{V}^d$ for party 1 and $J_0, J^c, J^d, \overrightarrow{J}_0, \overrightarrow{J}^c, \overrightarrow{J}^d$ for party 2,

ii. a set of policies for transfers $T_i(B, s, d), i = 1, 2$, default policies $D(B, s), D^*(B, s)$ and asset holdings $G(B, s), G^*(B, s)$ for parties 1 and 2 respectively,

iii. a set of default probability functions: $\lambda(B', s)$ for party 1 and $\lambda^*(B', s)$ for party 2 and a set of bond price functions: $q(B', s)$ for party 1 and $q^*(B', s)$ for party 2

such that

1. Given the bond price function $q(B', s)$ and party 2’s strategies, party 1’s value functions $V_0, V^c, V^d, \overrightarrow{V}_0, \overrightarrow{V}^c, \overrightarrow{V}^d$ and default policy $D(B, s)$ solve problem (22) and party 1’s policies for foreign asset holdings $G(B, s)$ and for transfers $T_i(B, s), i = 1, 2$ solve problem (23), $T_i^d(B, s), i = 1, 2$ solves problem (27) and analogously for party 2 for value functions $J_0, J^c, J^d, \overrightarrow{J}_0, \overrightarrow{J}^c, \overrightarrow{J}^d$ and policies $D^*(B, y), G^*(B, y), T_i^*(B, s, d), i = 1, 2$, given the bond price function $q^*(B''', s)$ and party 1’s strategies.

2. Given $\lambda(B', s)$ and $\lambda^*(B', s)$ the bond price functions $q(B', s)$ and $q^*(B', s)$ are such that all agents in the small open economy are optimizing and international lenders get zero expected profits, satisfying the credit market clearing conditions (20):

\[
q(B', s) = \frac{\pi (1 - \lambda(B', s))}{1 + r_f} B' + \frac{(1 - \pi)(1 - \lambda^*(B', s))}{1 + r_f} B',
\]

\[
q^*(B'', s) = \frac{\pi (1 - \lambda^*(B'', s))}{1 + r_f} B'' + \frac{(1 - \pi)(1 - \lambda(B'', s))}{1 + r_f} B''
\]

where $B' = G(B, s), B''' = G^*(B, s)$

The equilibrium implies that if party 2 follows $X^*$ then the best response of party 1 is $X$, and if party 1 follow $X$ then the best response of party 2 is $X^*$. Now, we focus on a symmetric equilibrium. Both parties play the same strategies, thus the problem faced by the parties in this small open economy is same, since for any given state of the economy $(B, d, s)$ the party in office faces the same problem, no matter which of the two parties rules. The focus is on a symmetric equilibrium.

**Definition 4** A Symmetric Markov Equilibrium is a set of policies for transfers, default and asset holdings $(X^S)$ for each party such that for any $B, s, d$ and any other feasible values $X$, $V(B, s, d/X_s, X_s) \geq$
This says that in the SME the value generated by following $X_s, X_s$ is equal or larger than the one generated by any other feasible allocation $X$ while the given party is in power and when the other party follows $X_s$.

In the symmetric equilibrium parties choose optimal consumption, the optimal default policy and optimal asset holding policy subject to the resource constraint and foreign lenders optimizing by satisfying their zero profit condition from the debt contract.

In those states where party 1 defaults, party 2 will also default: default sets and repayment sets are equal for both parties. Thus, when parties do not default while in office, they choose the same amount of foreign assets. Therefore, their asset decisions are the same, and for any given state $(B, s)$, both parties make the same default decision $D_s(\cdot)$ and asset holding decision $G_s(\cdot)$, so the unique default probability function can be denoted by $\lambda_s(B', s)$.

Then, in the symmetric equilibrium, the bond price collapses to

$$q_s(B', s) = \frac{(1 - \lambda_s(B', s))}{1 + r_f}$$

where $B' = G_s(B, s)$

The equilibrium bond price $q_s(B', s)$ reflects the probability of default of the incumbent, $\lambda_s(B', s)$, which results from

$$\lambda_s(B', s) = \sum_{s' \in F_s(B')} Q(s'/s)$$

so that the default probability is one when $F_s(B') = \emptyset$ and it is zero when $F_s(B') = \Upsilon$.

5 Calibration

5.1 Data

The benchmark model is calibrated to a typical emerging market economy, Ecuador, which was the first country to default on Brady bonds. Since these bonds were instituted, none of the issuing countries had been in arrears until Ecuador defaulted in 1999. On the two years before the default episode, the economy
of Ecuador had been severely affected by the fall in the real price of oil, Ecuador’s principal export, and by
the refusal of international lending agencies to provide new loans because the ecuadorian government had
not imposed austerity policies, tax increases and cuts in subsidies for basic necessities.

Table (1) reports business cycles statistics for the main macroeconomic variables in Ecuador over the
period that goes from the first quarter of 1995 to the second quarter of 2004. The correlations are with one
year lagged terms of trade values.

The data are quarterly real series obtained from different sources: terms of trade are constructed from
IMF data and output and consumption are obtained from the Central Bank of Ecuador. Spreads correspond
to the Emerging Markets Bond Index Plus (EMBI+) constructed by J.P.Morgan. Regarding the correlations
of terms of trade with output, consumption and spreads, we consider the terms of trade lagged four quarters.
Output, consumption and terms of trade are in logs and all series are filtered with the Hodrick-Prescott
filter.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Std Dev</th>
<th>Correlation with GDP</th>
<th>Correlation with Spread</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GDP</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>-0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumption</td>
<td>3.18</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spread</td>
<td>6.92</td>
<td>-0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOT</td>
<td>11.27</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Ecuadorian data displays the following facts:

• Terms of trade are the most volatile series.

• Spreads are volatile, they are more than twice as volatile as output.

• Consumption is slightly more volatile than output.

• Terms of trade lead the cycle, output and lagged terms of trade are strongly positively correlated.

• Spreads are countercyclical, output and spreads are negatively correlated.

• Lagged terms of trade are negatively correlated with spreads.

• Consumption is negatively correlated with spreads and positively correlated with output and lagged
terms of trade.

Figure C1 plots GDP and terms of trade lagged one year, as we can see, the slowdown in 1999 and the
default episode that took place in that year, were preceded by a significant terms of trade deterioration. In
addition, figure C2 shows a negative correlation between spreads and GDP. This suggests that the increase in interest rate spreads in 1998 and 1999, was due to the fundamentals deterioration which implied a higher default risk perceived by foreign creditors.

5.2 The Benchmark Model

This preliminary calibration involved choosing the functional forms and the parameter values. The parameters are chosen based on existing empirical work on emerging markets, if available. Otherwise they are set to mimic some empirical regularities of the Ecuador economy. The benchmark framework is the labor model in section 2 with two modifications. Interest rate shocks and the working capital requirement are not included.

The period utility function has the GHH (1988) specification. This preference specification has the property that the marginal rate of substitution between consumption and labor is independent of consumption. Therefore, labour supply does not depend on the level of consumption. The composite consumption good $c_t$ is obtained using a Cobb-Douglas aggregation function on the consumption of importables and exportables, where $\alpha$ represents the share of exportables. This value is set to 0.85 which implies that consumption of final imported goods represents 15% of total expenditures on consumption goods. This value is taken from data of the Ecuador economy for the period under study, where the fraction of final imported goods in total household consumption fluctuated between 13 % and 16 %.

The rest of the parameter values that are used are standard for business cycles models in emerging markets. The parameter $\sigma$, the coefficient of relative risk aversion, is set equal to 2, a standard value. The parameter $\Psi$ is set to 0.455 following Mendoza (1991). This parameter determines the labour supply elasticity, which equals $\frac{1}{\Psi}$. This specification of preferences generates the following optimal individual consumption and labour decisions:

$$ m_t = (1 - \alpha)(w_t L_t + T_t) \quad (29) $$
$$ x_t = \frac{\alpha(w_t L_t + T_t)}{P_t} \quad (30) $$
$$ L_t = \left[\alpha^\alpha(1 - \alpha)^{1-\alpha} \frac{w_t}{P_t^\beta} \right]^{\frac{1}{\Psi}} \quad (31) $$

Firms in the benchmark economy produce the final exportable good with a Cobb-Douglas production function,

$$ F(L_t, Z_t) = L_t^\theta Z_t^{1-\theta} \quad (32) $$

a standard technology in dynamic general equilibrium models where $1 - \theta$ corresponds to the intermediate goods share, and it is set to 0.32 which is close to Kose (2002). He finds an average value of 0.39 for this
parameter using data for 28 developing countries and the slightly lower value of 0.32 used here helps to match output volatility in the benchmark economy. Thus, input demands follow from first order conditions for $L$ and $Z$ respectively:

$$P_t \theta L_t^{\theta-1} Z_t^{1-\theta} = w_t$$  \hspace{1cm} (33)  

$$P_t (1-\theta) L_t^\theta Z_t^{-\theta} = 1$$  \hspace{1cm} (34)

In order to do some comparative statics and assess the effect of different input shares and elasticities of substitution between labour and the foreign input on output and hence, on country spreads, the following CES technology specification is used:

$$F(L_t, Z_t) = \left[ \theta L_t^\theta + (1-\theta) Z_t^{-\theta} \right]^{1/\eta}$$  \hspace{1cm} (35)

The first order conditions for $L$ and $Z$ are respectively:

$$P_t [\theta L_t^\eta + (1-\theta) Z_t^{1-\eta}]^{\frac{1-\eta}{\eta}} \theta L_t^{\eta-1} = w_t$$  \hspace{1cm} (36)  

$$P_t [\theta L_t^\eta + (1-\theta) Z_t^{1-\eta}]^{\frac{1-\eta}{\eta}} (1-\theta) Z_t^{\eta-1} = 1$$  \hspace{1cm} (37)

The parameter $\mu$ reflects the exogenous probability of reentering international capital markets after default and it is set equal to 0.1. This value implies that a defaulting country will return to financial markets in about 10 quarters after defaulting on its foreign debt. This is in line with the exclusion period observed in the data by Gelos (2003), who calculated the average number of years that a country was excluded from international financial markets to be close to 3 years for countries that defaulted on their foreign debt during the period 1980 - 1999.

The parameter $A$ governs the output loss in autarky and is set equal to 0.98 following empirical studies (Puhan and Sturzenegger (2003)).

The discount factor is set at 0.9 and helps to match the maximum risk free debt/GDP limit of 15% reported by Reinhart, Rogoff and Savasano (2003) for these economies. The parameters for the benchmark model are shown in Table 2.

Shocks to terms of trade follow a first order autoregressive processes such that if $p_t = \log P_t$ then

$$p_{t+1} = \rho_p p_t + \epsilon_{t+1}^p,$$  \hspace{1cm} (38)

where $\epsilon_{t+1}^p$ is an IID standard normal shock.

Ecuador data is used in order to estimate the autoregressive process for the terms of trade shock. Once we have the parameters for the terms of trade shocks, we approximate them with a discrete first order Markov chain using Hussey and Tauchen’s (1991) procedure.
Table 2. Benchmark Parameter Values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Risk Aversion</td>
<td>$\sigma$ 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domestic Good Share</td>
<td>$\alpha$ 0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elasticity of Labor Supply</td>
<td>$\Psi$ 2.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Re-entry Probability</td>
<td>$\mu$ 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Input Share</td>
<td>$1 - \theta$ 0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input Elasticity of Substitution</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{1-\eta}$ 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terms of Trade</td>
<td>$\sigma_{\epsilon_p}$ 0.076</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\rho_p$ 0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. Real Interest Rate</td>
<td>$r_f$ 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Factor Productivity in Autarky</td>
<td>$A$ 0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discount Factor</td>
<td>$\beta$ 0.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.3 Results

This section shows the main results of the paper, and analyzes the statistical properties of the model economy when it is subject to terms of trade.

The business cycles moments for the benchmark calibration of the model are presented in Table 3. Business cycles statistics are average values over 500 simulations of 40 realizations each. The simulated data is log and filtered equally as the empirical data. Mean output is normalized to one. The model can match several features of the Ecuadorian economy.

Table 3. Simulation Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Std Dev</th>
<th>Correlation with GDP</th>
<th>Correlation with Spread</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GDP</td>
<td>3.05</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumption</td>
<td>2.99</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>-0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spread</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>-0.34</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOT</td>
<td>11.26</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Default Cases per 10000 quarters</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Spread</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The correlation of output with spreads is consistent with the Ecuadorian data, though the magnitude is lower. The result that output is negatively correlated with spreads is due to the asset structure of the model. Asset markets are incomplete because there is only one asset available, a one period non-contingent bond.
Given this market structure, default is tempting in times when output and consumption are low since a given debt-service payment reduces utility more strongly in those states. Since repayment of non-contingent loans are more costly in bad states of nature, incentives to default tend to be stronger in times of low output. Risk neutral creditors are willing to supply loans that in bad states of the world will result in default by charging a higher risk premium. In this way, the model can generate counter-cyclical interest rate spreads.

On the other hand, terms of trade are negatively correlated with spreads, which is consistent with the empirical evidence from emerging economies and from Ecuador in particular. The magnitude of the correlation in the model accounts for 50% of that found in the data. The negative correlation between terms of trade and spread is directly derived from the fact that these shocks are the main driving force for output fluctuations and spreads are countercyclical. The model can match 50% of the correlation found in data.

Figure 2 plots the discount bond price schedule as a function of assets for the highest and lowest values of terms of trade. As the figure shows, bond prices are an increasing function of foreign assets. For small levels of foreign debt, the government always pays back its debt, so it borrows from international markets at
the world risk free interest rate. In this range of debt, bond price is simply the inverse of the gross risk free rate. For values of foreign debt up to 15% of mean output, the government does not have any incentive to default so it still faces risk free interest rates. However, as foreign debt goes up, at a certain debt/GDP level bond prices start to decrease. This threshold level is increasing in the magnitude of the shock. The higher the levels of foreign debt the lower the bond prices because the incentives to default are stronger for large indebted governments. At debt levels above 20% of mean output the government always defaults regardless of the terms of trade realization. At that point bond prices are zero since the probability of default is one.

For each of the terms of trade values, there is a range of borrowing levels for which default is a possible outcome, for these assets positions the bond price is between the inverse of the risk free rate and zero. For a given value of assets, the higher the terms of trade the higher the bond price. This implies that incentives to default are stronger when the economy suffers an adverse terms of trade shock. Therefore, quantitatively the model predicts that default is more likely in bad times.

Although default occurs in equilibrium, it is not a frequent event as it occurs on average only five times in 10,000 periods, implying that the country defaults every 500 years. This result is closely linked to the shape of the bond price schedule. As figure 2 shows, the schedule is extremely steep over the range of foreign debt levels that carry a positive and finite risk premia. Suppose that the current level of terms of trade is low, then this adverse shock lowers domestic output through its effects on imported inputs and reduces consumption possibilities since the purchasing power of household income is lower. Under this circumstances, the government would try to borrow from international markets in order to smooth private agents’ consumption. As the government borrows, the bond price starts to decline, and at a certain debt level it decreases very sharply. At that point if the government wants to borrow any additional amount, it would have to pay a much higher interest rate, that is, the marginal cost of borrowing increases sharply. The government takes into account the effect of additional borrowing on the interest rate it has to pay and therefore decides not to go too far smoothing households consumption. The soon and sudden interest rate increase means that bonds are not good instruments for insurance and consumption smoothing purposes anymore. So the government borrows from capital markets paying either low risk premia or not premia at all. Since low levels of risk premia are related to very low probabilities of default, it happens that default is a rare event. This feature also explains the high volatility of consumption obtained in the model: the ratio of $\frac{\sigma_c}{\sigma_{GDP}} \approx 0.98$ obtained in the simulation is clear evidence that the bonds are not good instruments for consumption smoothing.

Spread volatility is lower than the one observed in the data for Ecuador. The standard deviation of spreads obtained in the benchmark model is 0.55. The lack of spread volatility in the model derives from
the fact that default is not a frequent event.

The simulated sequence plotted in Figure 3 show how the interest rate spread increases as terms of trade deteriorate in the economy: from periods two to five the persistent deterioration in terms of trade lead to an increase of two and a half percentage points in country spread, though on the next period the terms of trade recover and the spread declines. However, the deeper fall in the terms of trade from periods 10 to 16 end in increasing spreads and optimal default of the economy. As can be seen, terms of trade and interest rate spreads are negatively correlated and default occurs in bad times, as observed in data.
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**Dynamics of TOT and Spreads**

The Model with Political Uncertainty

The parameter values are the same as in the benchmark model except for $\sigma = 0.5$ to have a well defined utility function in equilibrium and in order to analyze the effects of political uncertainty on sustainable debt and sovereign interest rate spreads, two values were considered for the re-election probability: 1, which is the case where the incumbent will also be in office next period for sure, and 0.9.

Results are shown in table 4 below.
### Table 4 Results

#### Model Without Political Risk

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Std Dev</th>
<th>Correlation with GDP</th>
<th>Correlation with Spread</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GDP</td>
<td>3.05</td>
<td>-0.43</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumption</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>-0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spread</td>
<td>0.4618</td>
<td>-0.43</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOT</td>
<td>11.26</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Default Rate</td>
<td>0.0003</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Spread</td>
<td>1.5532</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk Free Debt Limit</td>
<td>0.1223</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Model With Political Risk

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Std Dev</th>
<th>Correlation with GDP</th>
<th>Correlation with Spread</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GDP</td>
<td>3.05</td>
<td>-0.45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumption</td>
<td>2.99</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>-0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spread</td>
<td>0.8251</td>
<td>-0.45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOT</td>
<td>11.26</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Default Rate</td>
<td>0.0007</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Spread</td>
<td>2.2286</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk Free Debt Limit</td>
<td>0.1193</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The bond price schedules with and without political uncertainty have a similar shape. They increase in foreign assets and present the three distinct regions described for the benchmark. However, with political uncertainty, the sustainable risk free debt limits are slightly lower. For values of foreign debt up to 11.93% of mean output, the government does not have any incentive to default so it still faces risk free interest rates, compared to 12.23% without political uncertainty.

With respect to the default frequency, in both economies default is a rare event though its more frequent in the economy with political uncertainty: it occurs on average three times in 10,000 quarters in the economy without political uncertainty and seven in the other, implying that the country defaults every 833 years and 357 years respectively. Although the shape of the bond price schedule is similar, when we introduce political uncertainty, parties are willing to borrow at higher interest rates, which implies higher spreads and default episodes in equilibrium. In the model with political risk, both parties alternate randomly in power, but only the incumbent has access to international credit markets and the responsibility of paying back the countries foreign debt. Therefore, when the incumbent borrows from international capital markets, it takes
into account the fact that it may be in office next period. If that is the case, it would not be asked to pay back the loans, it would be the other party that would have to deal with foreign lenders. Therefore, since there is a positive probability that the party does not have to pay back the loan in the future, it is willing to borrow at higher rates.

As in the benchmark, large indebted countries have more incentives to default. These incentives are stronger when the economy receives adverse terms of trade shocks. When comparing the case with and without political uncertainty, given terms of trade shock, at low levels of foreign debt, bond prices are equal to the inverse of the risk free rate for both economies, but at a certain level of debt the prices of the economy with political uncertainty start to decrease, while the bond prices for the no political uncertainty case remain the same, which means that the political uncertainty feature introduces a positive amount of default risk that is priced by foreign investors. For any party, having access to international credit markets is important when it is in office, since then the party can smooth consumption of the agents it cares for. In those periods when a given party is not in office, there is no difference between autarky and having access to foreign lending since in either case it will have zero consumption. This occurs because the ruling party will allocate no consumption to the agents that the other party cares for. Therefore, the higher the probability of remaining in office next period the lower the incentives to default, since the ruling party is more likely to be in a state where the difference between autarky and participation in international credit market matters.

The Model with World Interest Rate Shocks and Working Capital

This section analyzes an extension of the benchmark model in which both world interest rate shocks and a working capital requirement for firms are included. Terms of trade and world interest rate shocks are assumed to be independent in order to isolate the effects of shocks to the interest rate from the effects of the comovement between terms of trade and international interest rate shocks. The values of $\sigma_{\varepsilon_{rf}}$ and $\rho_{\varepsilon_{rf}}$ are set equal to 0.01 and 0.3.

In principle, there is more than one channel through which higher U.S. interest rates could lead to an increase in emerging market spreads. To the extent that emerging market bonds are risky due to a positive probability of default, the yield on emerging markets bonds would have to rise by more than any increase in the risk-free rate. In order to illustrate this, consider again the credit market equilibrium condition:

$$ q = \frac{(1 - \lambda)}{1 + r_f} $$

The country gross interest rate $1 + r$ can be interpreted as the inverse of the discounted bond price $q$ so that

$$ 1 + r = \frac{1 + r_f}{1 - \lambda} $$

(39)
Therefore, the interest rate spread $S$, defined as the difference between the interest rate on the risky asset and on the risk-free rate $(r - r_f)$ is, in equilibrium:

$$S = \frac{(1 + r_f)\lambda}{1 - \lambda}$$  \hspace{1cm} (40)

The derivative of the country spread with respect to the risk free rate is $\lambda > 0$, which is positive if the probability of default is positive. Then, as long as there is some risk of default, the rate on the risky asset will have to rise by more than any rise in the risk-free rate in order to compensate foreign investors for the higher risk.

In addition, an increase in the risk free rate could also raise emerging market spreads through its effects on default probabilities. If the probability of default is a positive function of the risk free rate, that is $\lambda = \lambda(r_f, \cdot)$ with $\frac{\partial \lambda}{\partial r_f} > 0$, then the first derivative of the spread with respect to the risk free rate is:

$$\frac{dS}{dr_f} = \frac{\lambda}{1 - \lambda} + \frac{(1 + r_f)\frac{\partial \lambda}{\partial r_f}}{(1 - \lambda)^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (41)

which is positive since $\lambda > 0$ and $\frac{\partial \lambda}{\partial r_f} > 0$. This implies that a rise in the U.S. risk free rate should increase the spread both because there is risk of default, which is captured in the first term and because that risk rises as the risk free rate increases, which is reflected in the second term.

Since a working capital requirement for firms is considered, world interest rate fluctuations can directly affect domestic output and default probabilities. The firm’s first order condition for labour and foreign inputs are:

$$P_t\theta L_t^{\theta - 1} Z_t^{1 - \theta} = w_t(1 + r_{ft})$$  \hspace{1cm} (42)

$$P_t(1 - \theta) L_t^{\theta} Z_t^{-\theta} = (1 + r_{ft})$$  \hspace{1cm} (43)

The equilibrium effect of a risk free rate shock on the probability of default occurs through the impact of the risk free rate on employment and output. This can be visualized by combining the household’s optimization problem for the labor decision and the firm’s first order condition for labour:

$$l_t = \left[\alpha^\alpha (1 - \alpha)^{1 - \alpha} w_t \frac{P_t^\alpha}{P^\alpha_t}\right]^{\frac{1}{\alpha}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (44)

$$P_t[\theta L_t^n + (1 - \theta)Z_t^n]^{\frac{1 - \alpha}{\alpha}} \theta L_t^{n-1} = (1 + r_{ft}) w_t$$  \hspace{1cm} (45)

so that:

$$\frac{P_t^\alpha}{\alpha^\alpha (1 - \alpha)^{1 - \alpha} w_t} = \frac{P_t[\theta L_t^n + (1 - \theta)Z_t^n]^{\frac{1 - \alpha}{\alpha}} \theta L_t^{n-1}}{1 + r_{ft}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (46)
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The left hand side can be interpreted as the labor supply and the right hand side as the labor demand. Starting from an initial equilibrium employment, a rise in the risk free rate shifts the labor demand to the left and its effect on equilibrium employment will depend on the slope of the labor supply and on its reaction to a risk-free rate innovation. Since we use GHH preferences, the labor supply is independent of the level of consumption and hence it is independent of the risk-free rate. Therefore, the downward shift in the labor demand induces a movement along the labor supply curve that generates a reduction in equilibrium employment, wage and output. A lower household income induces the government to increase its borrowing, leading to a higher probability of default and therefore to a higher interest rate spread.

The results are reported in Table 4, which also reproduces the results obtained with the benchmark model. As we can see, the results for the two models are very similar. Therefore, it is not unreasonable to conjecture that moderate shocks to the world interest rates have small effects on the equilibrium of the model. World real interest rates are proxied with U.S. real interest rates which are constructed by substracting quarterly expected inflation from U.S. three month Treasury Bills. Expected inflation is proxied by past 4-quarter average U.S. inflation.
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Default Cases per 10000 quarters

The response of output and country spreads to U.S. real interest rates in the model are not significative as can be observed in table (4). There is a number of reasons for why this is the case in the model: in first place, U.S. rates have very low volatility, specially compared to terms of trade shocks, so its effects are dominated by the latter. Secondly, the direct effect of U.S. rates on spreads, $\lambda$, is very small because as explained before, one of the properties of the model is that very low default probabilities, which are reflected in low values for $\lambda$, are observed in equilibrium. In third place, working capital requirements for the firm as a share of its output, $r_{1}^{\omega, L_{0}+Z_{0}^{1}}$, is very low (0.9 percent) which reduces the potential impact of the US
rate on labor demand, and thus, on spreads.

5.4 Sensitivity Analysis

This section studies how changes in the technological characteristics and in household's consumption basket in the benchmark model affect interest rate spreads, debt limits and default rates in the small open economy. As the participation of importables in household’s consumption basket becomes more important, equilibrium spreads and default rates are higher and the range of debt for which there is a positive and finite risk premium becomes broader. The economy starts paying a premium at lower debt level but the debt limit for the economy increases. A similar effect is observed when the share of foreign inputs in output increases and when the degree of input substitutability decreases. The effects are particularly significant in the latter case. Finally, as the reentry probability decreases, the country can sustain higher debt levels and experiences a higher default frequency.

As Table 6 shows, a change in the factor share of the foreign input affects equilibrium spreads and debt sustainability levels for a given terms of trade shock. The larger the share of foreign inputs in production, the more volatile the domestic output. Consider a deterioration in terms of trade, firms would try to produce less exportable goods, in order to do that they would hire less labor services and purchase less foreign inputs, these would reduce wage rates without affecting prices of foreign inputs. A lower wage rate would moderate the output fall, nevertheless this effect is less important the lower the share of labor in production, thus for any given adverse terms of trade shock, a larger share of $Z$ in output implies a deeper recession that would make households worse off, thus requiring larger government borrowing to smooth consumption.

Regarding the incentives to default, there are two effects: first, a larger share of foreign inputs implies a more volatile output, therefore in the absence of borrowing or lending the fluctuations in household consumption will be larger and because of that, having access to international credit markets will be more valuable. Because the value of participation is higher, the economy might tend to borrow more without having incentives to default. Second, under adverse shocks, recessions are more severe the larger the weight of foreign inputs, so repayment of non-contingent debt is more costly in those states, tending to increase default probabilities and interest rate spreads, that is, the incentives for the small open economy to default start at lower debt levels.
Graph (4) illustrates that the risk free debt limit is lower, reflecting the fact that the second effect dominates in the model economy. In this way, a higher share of foreign inputs and a more volatile output would imply higher country spreads and lower sustainable debt levels. These results are consistent with data and empirical studies: Catao and Sutton (2002) who find that countries that experience higher terms of trade and GDP volatility encounter higher probabilities of default. Gelos and Shahay (2003) find that countries with higher terms of trade and output volatility have less access to international credit markets.

Note that an economy that was not punished after defaulting, i.e. 0 periods of autarky, would always find it more costly to repay and would always default. On the other hand, an economy that was punished by autarky forever, the increase in disutility from not smoothing a more severe shock forever may be larger than the disutility from repaying today and lowering current consumption further, so the economy has less incentives to default. The temporary exclusion from markets observed in data and considered in the model means that when the economy defaults it only experiences the autarky punishment for a small number of periods, so that when shocks have more severe effects on consumption the increase in the current disutility from paying and reducing consumption today is larger than the increase in future disutility from not being able to smooth consumption while in financial autarky.

As output and overall consumption becomes more volatile, the shock is more important for this economy relative to the amount of debt, so the bond price schedule is less steep. It follows that the default region
for this economy now becomes broader, as the figure shows. As mentioned before, for a given terms of trade shock, domestic output is more volatile the larger the share of foreign inputs. Thus a small share of $Z$ implies small differences among output and consumption in good times and output and consumption in bad times. Since the difference in utility between a high shock and a low shock will be smaller for any given level of foreign debt, the amount of debt becomes a more important factor for the default decision, implying a steeper bond price schedule. Conversely, a higher participation of foreign inputs in production leads to a stronger relative effect of terms of trade shocks compared to debt, and therefore a flatter bond schedule and broader region with positive and finite risk premia.

It can also be observed from Table 6 that a given worsening in the terms of trade should induce a larger decline in welfare and larger spreads, the larger the share of importables in household consumption preferences. An adverse terms of trade shock has two effects: first, a higher price of imported inputs implies a lower output and lower labor income for households. In second place, the purchasing power of exportable goods produced by the country will be lower, so the value of labor income in terms of importables also decreases and the original set of consumption bundles is now unavailable to the representative household. Therefore, the higher the importables’ weight in households’ preferences, the more severe will be the latter effect since the good to which households are giving increasing value in its utility function becomes more expensive. Hence, for a given terms of trade shock and output loss, the negative effects on households’ welfare will be stronger. As with the share of foreign inputs in output, a larger participation of importables in consumption makes participation in credit markets more valuable and thus more borrowing tends to be supported without having incentives to default. However, as mentioned before, an adverse terms of trade shock has two effects in the economy: first it reduces production and second the purchasing power of each unit of domestic good is lower, as the importables share increases the second effect becomes more important, implying that any given terms of trade shock has a more important effect on household welfare. This imply that repayment in those states is more costly, tending to rise default incentives and thus reducing the sustainable amount of debt and increasing default probabilities and spreads. Analogously to the case of foreign inputs in production, simulation results show that the latter mechanism clearly dominates in the calibrated economy. Therefore, the overall effect of a higher share of importables is an increase in country spreads and a decrease in the sustainable debt level for a given output and labour income levels and volatility.
Table 6. Sensitivity Analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Foreign Input Share (Production)</th>
<th>Std Dev Spread</th>
<th>Maximum Spread</th>
<th>Correlation (TOT-Spread)</th>
<th>Default Rate</th>
<th>Risk Free Debt Limit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>-0.23</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0.2123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>-0.34</td>
<td>0.0005</td>
<td>0.1522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>5.23</td>
<td>-0.36</td>
<td>0.0008</td>
<td>0.1019</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domestic Good Share (Utility)</th>
<th>Std Dev Spread</th>
<th>Maximum Spread</th>
<th>Correlation (TOT-Spread)</th>
<th>Default Rate</th>
<th>Risk Free Debt Limit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>-0.34</td>
<td>0.0005</td>
<td>0.1522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>3.06</td>
<td>-0.36</td>
<td>0.0008</td>
<td>0.1189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td>13.57</td>
<td>-0.44</td>
<td>0.0020</td>
<td>0.0850</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Elasticity Substitution (Production)</th>
<th>Std Dev Spread</th>
<th>Maximum Spread</th>
<th>Correlation (TOT-Spread)</th>
<th>Default Rate</th>
<th>Risk Free Debt Limit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>-0.19</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0.1777</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>-0.34</td>
<td>0.0005</td>
<td>0.1522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td>13.54</td>
<td>-0.40</td>
<td>0.0013</td>
<td>0.0941</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Another observation from Table 6 is that a given deterioration in the terms of trade should induce a larger decline in output and a larger spread the lower elasticity of substitution between labour and the foreign input. Consider the extreme case of a Leontief production function, where an increase in the relative price of the foreign input leads to a drastic fall in labor demand because labor cannot be used instead to generate output. Then, there is a significant fall in the use of factors and in output and thus in labor income. To smooth household consumption, the government must increase its borrowing, thus raising the probability of debt default. A given adverse shock will affect consumption more severely if there is no possibility of borrowing, so the value of participation for consumption smoothing is higher. Thus, the economy would tend to support more borrowing without having incentives to default. However, now the lowest possible income becomes even lower. Given the temporary nature of the exclusion from credit markets, the disutility of making repayments during a recession increases enough to offset the discounted future benefits of consumption smoothing. This induces the economy into supporting less debt without having incentives to default. The latter effect dominates and the equilibrium amount of borrowing in the economy is lower. In addition, similarly to the previous analysis, since in bad times the economy will experience a larger fall in consumption, repayment of non-contingent debt is more costly, which tends to increase default probabilities and spreads as well as to decrease the risk free debt limit.
6 Conclusions

The paper analyzes the importance of terms of trade fluctuations and political uncertainty on country spreads and default incentives in emerging markets by considering a stochastic general equilibrium model of a small open economy where default is an equilibrium outcome. Default probabilities are endogenous to the economy’s incentives to default and they affect the equilibrium interest rates faced by the economy. Markets are incomplete, which generates counter-cyclical default risk since it is more costly to repay non-contingent loans in times when terms of trade are low and therefore output and consumption are low, than in booms.

In times where the government is highly indebted, a negative terms of trade may induce the government to default on its sovereign debt. A deterioration of terms of trade can trigger an economic contraction in the form of a decrease in the real value of output and therefore a decline in consumption. This can induce a highly indebted government to optimally decide not to raise taxes to repay the debt, which would exacerbate households’ fall in consumption, but to default instead on its sovereign debt in order to avoid such decline in consumption. Through these shocks, the model generates counter-cyclical interest rate spreads, explains a significant portion of the spread level and volatility and mimics the correlations of terms of trade with spreads to a significant extent in the quantitative analysis. Terms of trade fluctuations can account for a relevant portion of the volatility and average spread in Ecuador, a typical emerging economy and the first country to default on Brady bonds. The model can also match more than half the negative correlations of spreads with terms of trade, output and consumption observed in data. U.S. real interest rates fluctuations do not have a significant impact on output or spread fluctuations.

Another factor addressed in this paper is the presence of political uncertainty. For any party, having access to international credit markets is important when it is in office, since then the party can smooth consumption of the agents it cares for. In those periods when a given party is not in office it will have zero consumption since the ruling party will allocate no consumption to the agents that the other party cares for. Therefore, the higher the probability of remaining in office next period the lower the incentives to default, as the ruling party is more likely to be in a state where the difference between autarky and participation in international credit market matters. The positive probability that the party does not have to pay back the loan in the future, makes it more willing to borrow at higher rates, which is reflected in higher spreads and default episodes.

The model also analyzes how would changes in the production structure of these economies impact on the countries’ spreads. The production technology in the paper allows one to explore the effects of input shares and elasticities of substitution on incentives to default and therefore on country spreads in these economies. In particular, it is observed that a higher dependence of the productive sector on foreign inputs
and a more rigid technology in the sense of a lower elasticity of input substitution may lead to higher country interest rate spreads and lower equilibrium debt levels. Similarly, when analyzing the effects of changes in the consumption structure between importables and exportables, the model predicts that for any given production structure, the higher the weight of imported goods in the household consumption basket, the higher and more volatile will be the spreads and the tighter the sustainable debt level. The larger the share of importables in consumption that households want to hold, the more severe is the fall in their overall consumption, since it has become more expensive and their income declined. In the same way, the larger the foreign input share in production or the less flexible the technology, the worse the recession for a given adverse terms of trade realization, so repayment is more costly, providing higher incentives to default. Foreign creditors perceive this increased riskiness of the economy, thus lending at higher interest rates in equilibrium and reducing the amount of lending to the small economy for any given interest rate spread: higher interest rate spreads and lower debt levels are observed in equilibrium.

Given the strong effects of terms of trade shocks on government incentives to default and thus on interest rate spreads, it seems important for many developing countries that governments provide incentives to the private sector to diversify the export structure and adopt flexible production technologies and provide financial instruments for the private sector to smooth price fluctuations. The latter might include the development of credit markets for commodity price indexed bonds, which would ensure, as efficiency dictates, that countries pay more in good states than in bad ones.

Interesting extensions for future research may include the analysis of the impact of terms of trade on country spreads for emerging economies with different exchange rate regimes. Given the importance of terms of trade on induced procyclicality of fiscal policy in developing countries, specially in those like Ecuador with dollarized economies which limits the possibility of conducting monetary policy, it may also be interesting to study spreads in a model with more elaborate fiscal policy.
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8 Appendix

A. Algorithm

From the optimal labor decision of the household and the first order conditions of the firm, the household labor income, \( w_l \), is calculated for each possible realization of the shocks. Given the equilibrium in the labor market, the expression for the labor supply is substituted in the first order conditions of the firm problem. In order to solve for \( Z, l \) and \( w \) for each of the states of the economy, the following system of nonlinear equations is solved:

\[
P[\theta L^\eta + (1 - \theta)Z^\eta]^{1-\eta} = w(1 + r_f) \tag{47}
\]

\[
P[\theta L^\eta + (1 - \theta)Z^\eta]^{1-\eta}(1 - \theta)Z^{1-\eta} = (1 + r_f) \tag{48}
\]

\[
L = l = \left[\frac{\alpha^\alpha(1 - \alpha)^{1-\alpha} w_l}{P^\alpha}\right]^{1/\gamma} \tag{49}
\]

Once the above system is solved for all possible values of the shocks, the following algorithm is used:

1. Assume an initial function for the price of the bond \( q_0(B', s) \). To calculate the initial value of the bond, use the inverse of the risk free rate.

2. Use \( q_0 \) and the initial values of \( V_0 \) and \( V^d \) (eg. start with 0 matrices) to iterate on the Bellman equations and solve for the value functions and the policy functions.

3. Given the initial price of the bond \( q_0 \), calculate the default function \( D_0(B, s) \), and then update the price of the bond using the following equation:

\[
q_1 = \frac{(1 - D_0(B, s))}{1 + r_f} \tag{50}
\]

4. Use the updated price of the bond \( q_1 \) to repeat steps 1, 2 and 3 until the following condition is satisfied:

\[
q_i - \frac{(1 - D_i(B, s))}{1 + r_f} < \epsilon \tag{51}
\]

where \( i \) represents the number of iterations and \( \epsilon \) is a small number.

B. Propositions

**Proposition 1** For any given realization of the exogenous shocks \( s = \{P, r_f\} \), default incentives are stronger the higher the level of foreign debt \( B \).

**Proof.** For each realization of \( s \), default incentives are stronger the lower the value of foreign assets. This is derived from the fact that \( V^c \), the value of staying in good credit, is strictly increasing in foreign
assets, while \( V^d \), the value of defaulting, does not depend on the level of assets. Therefore, there is a unique value for assets \( B^*(s) \) where \( V^c = V^d \), such that given \( s \) the government always pays back if foreign assets are higher than \( B^*(s) \) and defaults otherwise.

Thus, the only proof that is needed is that \( V^c \) is strictly increasing in foreign assets, \( \frac{\partial V^c}{\partial B} > 0 \). The envelope theorem is used on \( V^c \) to derive this result and the following expression is obtained:

\[
\frac{\partial V^c}{\partial B} = \frac{\partial u}{\partial x} \frac{\partial x}{\partial T} \frac{\partial T}{\partial B} + \frac{\partial u}{\partial m} \frac{\partial m}{\partial T} \frac{\partial T}{\partial B} + \frac{\partial u}{\partial l} \frac{\partial l}{\partial T} \frac{\partial T}{\partial B}.
\] (52)

Given the GHH specification for household utility, labor supply does not depend on the level of consumption, \( l = \left[ \alpha^\alpha(1-\alpha)^{1-\alpha} \frac{w}{P} \right]^\frac{1}{1-\alpha} \), thus \( \frac{\partial l}{\partial T} = 0 \). In addition, the transfer that households receive from the government, \( T = B - q(B', s)B' \) is increasing in the level of foreign assets, \( \frac{\partial T}{\partial B} = 1 \) so that

\[
\frac{\partial V^c}{\partial B} = \frac{\partial u}{\partial x} \frac{\partial x}{\partial T} + \frac{\partial u}{\partial m} \frac{\partial m}{\partial T}.
\] (53)

Households’ disposable income \( y = wl + T \) is increasing in the transfer, \( \frac{\partial y}{\partial T} = 1 \). Then, an increase in \( B \) induces an rise in \( T \) and therefore in \( y \), and since both \( x \) and \( m \) are normal goods, \( \frac{\partial x}{\partial T} > 0 \) and \( \frac{\partial m}{\partial T} > 0 \). Therefore, \( \frac{\partial V^c}{\partial B} > 0 \).

**Proposition 2** For any given \( B \), a lower realization of terms of trade \( P \) reduces household consumption \( C(P,T) \) (and welfare) if there is no government intervention in asset markets, \( T = 0 \): If \( P_1 < P_2 \) then \( u(C(P_1,0)) < u(C(P_2,0)) \).

Consider a decline in \( P \). The analysis for a change in \( r_f \) follows immediately. It must be proved that \( \frac{\partial C}{\partial P} > 0 \).

In order to prove Proposition 2, Lemma 2.1 is proved.

**Lemma 2.1** Equilibrium wages and inputs are increasing in terms of trade shocks: \( \frac{\partial w}{\partial P}, \frac{\partial L}{\partial P}, \frac{\partial Z}{\partial P} > 0 \).

**Proof.** Given a GHH specification for households’ preferences, labor decisions do not depend on the level of foreign assets. Therefore, equilibrium wages and inputs only depend on terms of trade: \( w(P), L(P), Z(P) \).

Combining the optimal labor choice for the households \( l = \left[ \alpha^\alpha(1-\alpha)^{1-\alpha} \frac{w}{P} \right]^\frac{1}{1-\alpha} \) and the first order condition for firms \( P \frac{\partial F(L,Z)}{\partial L} = w, P \frac{\partial F(L,Z)}{\partial Z} = 1 \) one gets a system of two equations

\[
P \frac{\partial F(L,Z)}{\partial L} = \alpha^\alpha G(L),
\] (54)

\[
P \frac{\partial F(L,Z)}{\partial Z} = 1
\] (55)

in two unknowns \( L \) and \( Z \), where \( G(L) = \frac{L^\Psi}{\alpha^\alpha(1-\alpha)^{1-\alpha}} \). Note that \( \frac{\partial G(L)}{\partial L} > 0 \) since \( \Psi > 0 \).

---

\(^8\)In order to simplify the notation, propositions are proved, without considering world interest shocks. Thus \( C(P,T) \) is written, instead of \( C(P,r_f,T) \).
These two equations can be rewritten as $H_1(L(P), Z(P), P) = 0$ and $H_2(L(P), Z(P), P) = 0$ respectively. Using Cramer’s rule one can show that $\frac{dL(P)}{dP} > 0$, $\frac{dZ(P)}{dP} > 0$:

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{dH_1}{dP} &= \frac{\partial H_1}{\partial L} \frac{dL(P)}{dP} + \frac{\partial H_1}{\partial Z} \frac{dZ(P)}{dP} + \frac{\partial H_1}{\partial P} = 0, \tag{56} \\
\frac{dH_2}{dP} &= \frac{\partial H_2}{\partial L} \frac{dL(P)}{dP} + \frac{\partial H_2}{\partial Z} \frac{dZ(P)}{dP} + \frac{\partial H_2}{\partial P} = 0. \tag{57}
\end{align*}
\]

A necessary and sufficient condition to solve for $\frac{dL(P)}{dP}$ and $\frac{dZ(P)}{dP}$ is that $J = \frac{\partial H_1}{\partial L} \frac{\partial H_2}{\partial Z} + \frac{\partial H_2}{\partial L} \frac{\partial H_1}{\partial Z} \neq 0$.

The elements of $J$ have the following expressions:

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{\partial H_1}{\partial L} &= P \frac{\partial^2 F(L, Z)}{\partial L^2} - P \alpha \frac{\partial G(L)}{\partial L} < 0, \tag{58} \\
\frac{\partial H_1}{\partial Z} &= P \frac{\partial^2 F(L, Z)}{\partial L \partial Z} > 0, \tag{59} \\
\frac{\partial H_2}{\partial L} &= P \frac{\partial^2 F(L, Z)}{\partial Z \partial L} > 0, \tag{60} \\
\frac{\partial H_2}{\partial Z} &= P \frac{\partial^2 F(L, Z)}{\partial Z^2} < 0. \tag{61}
\end{align*}
\]

such that $J = [P \frac{\partial^2 F(L, Z)}{\partial L^2} - P \alpha \frac{\partial G(L)}{\partial L}] P \frac{\partial^2 F(L, Z)}{\partial L \partial Z} - P \frac{\partial^2 F(L, Z)}{\partial Z \partial L} P \frac{\partial^2 F(L, Z)}{\partial Z^2}$. Since $\frac{\partial^2 F(L, Z)}{\partial L^2} \frac{\partial^2 F(L, Z)}{\partial Z^2} - (\frac{\partial^2 F(L, Z)}{\partial L \partial Z})^2 = 0$, then $J = -P^1 + \alpha \frac{\partial G(L)}{\partial L} \frac{\partial^2 F(L, Z)}{\partial Z^2} \neq 0$. It follows that

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{dL(P)}{dP} &= -\frac{\frac{\partial H_1}{\partial L} \frac{\partial H_2}{\partial Z} + \frac{\partial H_2}{\partial L} \frac{\partial H_1}{\partial Z}}{J}, \tag{62} \\
\frac{dZ(P)}{dP} &= -\frac{\frac{\partial H_1}{\partial L} \frac{\partial H_2}{\partial Z} + \frac{\partial H_2}{\partial L} \frac{\partial H_1}{\partial Z}}{J}. \tag{63}
\end{align*}
\]

where $\frac{\partial H_2}{\partial Z} = \frac{\partial F(L, Z)}{\partial Z} > 0$, and since $\alpha \in (0, 1)$ it follows from $H_1(L(P), Z(P), P) \equiv P \frac{\partial F(L, Z)}{\partial L} - \alpha P \alpha^{-1} G(L) = 0$ that $\frac{\partial H_2}{\partial L} = \frac{\partial F(L, Z)}{\partial L} - \alpha P \alpha^{-1} G(L) > 0$.

Then

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{dL(P)}{dP} &= \frac{\frac{\partial F(L, Z)}{\partial L} - \alpha P \alpha^{-1} G(L) \frac{\partial^2 F(L, Z)}{\partial Z^2} - \frac{\partial F(L, Z)}{\partial L} \frac{\partial^2 F(L, Z)}{\partial L \partial Z}}{P \alpha \frac{\partial G(L)}{\partial L} \frac{\partial^2 F(L, Z)}{\partial Z^2}} > 0, \tag{64} \\
\frac{dZ(P)}{dP} &= \frac{\frac{\partial^2 F(L, Z)}{\partial L^2} - \frac{\partial F(L, Z)}{\partial L} \frac{\partial^2 F(L, Z)}{\partial L \partial Z} - \alpha P \alpha^{-1} G(L) \frac{\partial F(L, Z)}{\partial Z^2}}{P \alpha \frac{\partial G(L)}{\partial L} \frac{\partial^2 F(L, Z)}{\partial Z^2}} > 0. \tag{65}
\end{align*}
\]

Therefore, given the equilibrium wage $w = P \alpha G(L)$, $\frac{dw}{dP} = P \alpha \frac{\partial G(L)}{\partial L} \frac{dL(P)}{dP} + \alpha G(L) \alpha^{-1} > 0$ since $\frac{\partial G(L)}{\partial L} > 0$ and $\frac{dL(P)}{dP} > 0$.

These results are now used to prove Proposition 2, $\frac{dC(P, 0)}{dP} > 0$. 
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\[ C(P, 0) = X(P, 0)\alpha M(P, 0)^{1-\alpha} - \frac{L(P)^{1+\psi}}{1+\psi}, \]  
(66) 

\[ X(P, 0) = \frac{\alpha}{P} w(P) L(P), \]  
(67) 

\[ M(P, 0) = (1-\alpha) w(P) L(P), \]  
(68) 

\[ L(P)^{\psi} = \alpha (1-\alpha)(1-\alpha) \frac{w(P)}{P^\alpha}. \]  
(69) 

Then:

\[
\frac{dC(P, 0)}{dP} = \alpha \left[ \frac{M(P, 0)}{X(P, 0)} \right]^{1-\alpha} \left[ \frac{\alpha}{P} \left( \frac{w(P) dL(P)}{dP} + L(P) \frac{dw(P)}{dP} \right) - \frac{\alpha}{P^2} w(P) L(P) \right] + (1-\alpha)^2 \left[ \frac{X(P, 0)}{M(P, 0)} \right]^\alpha \left[ \frac{w dL(P)}{dP} + L(P) \frac{dw(P)}{dP} \right] - L(P)^{\psi} \frac{dL(P)}{dP} \]  
(70) 

and after substituting for \(X, M\) and \(L\):

\[
\frac{dC(P, 0)}{dP} = \alpha (1-\alpha)(1-\alpha) \left[ \frac{L(P) dL(P)}{P^\alpha} - \frac{w(P) L(P)}{P^{1+\alpha}} \right]. \]  
(72) 

Since

\[ F(Z, L) = Z^{\gamma} L^{1-\gamma} \]  
(73) 

and

\[
\frac{dw}{dP} = \frac{\partial F(L, Z)}{\partial L} - \frac{\partial F(L, Z)}{\partial Z} \frac{\partial^2 F(L, Z)}{\partial L \partial Z} \]  
(74) 

it follows that:

\[
\frac{dw}{dP} = Z^{\gamma} L^{-\gamma}. \]  
(75) 

Therefore, after substituting \(\frac{dw}{dP}\) in \(\frac{dC(P, 0)}{dP}\):

\[
\frac{dC(P, 0)}{dP} = \alpha (1-\alpha)(1-\alpha) \left[ Z^{\gamma} L^{1-\gamma} \frac{1}{P^\alpha} - \alpha wL \right] \]  
(76) 

and since \(wL = \gamma PF(L, Z), \alpha \in (0,1)\) and \(\gamma \in (0,1)\), after some algebra the desired result is obtained:

\[
\frac{dC(P, 0)}{dP} = \alpha (1-\alpha)(1-\alpha) \frac{1}{P^\alpha} [1 - \alpha \gamma] F(L, Z) > 0. \]  
(77) 

**Proposition 3** For any given level of foreign debt, default incentives are stronger the lower the terms of trade. For all \(P_1 < P_2\), if \( P_2 \in f(B) \) then \( P_1 \in f(B) \).

In order to prove Proposition 3, we prove Lemma 3.1.
Lemma 3.1 If for some $B$ the default set is not empty $F(B) \neq 0$, then there are no financial contracts available for the government $\{q(B'), B'\}$ such that the government could choose a positive transfer to the household $T = B - q(B')B' > 0$.

Proof. This can be proven by contradiction. Suppose there are contracts available to the government such that $B - q(B')B' > 0$ but the government chooses $B^*$ and $T^* = B - q(B^*)B^* < 0$ to maximize $V^c(B, P)$. Suppose as well that the government finds default to be optimal because $V^d(P) > V^c(B, P)$. Then,

$$V^d(P) = u(C(P,0)) + \beta EV^d(P'),$$

$$V^c(B, P) = u(C(P, T^*)) + \beta EV_0(B^*, P'),$$

$$V^d(P) > V^c(B, P),$$

$$u(C(P,0)) + \beta EV^d(P') > u(C(P, T^*)) + \beta EV_0(B^*, P').$$

where

$$C(P, T) = X(P, T)^\alpha M(P, T)^{1-\alpha} - \frac{L(P)^{1+\psi}}{1+\psi},$$

$$X(P, T) = \frac{\alpha}{P}[w(P)L(P) + T],$$

$$M(P, T) = (1-\alpha)[w(P)L(P) + T],$$

$$L(P) = \left[\alpha^\alpha (1-\alpha)^{(1-\alpha)} \frac{W(P)}{P^\alpha}\right]^\frac{\psi}{\Phi}.$$

Note that without output loss in autarky $C^d(P) = C(P, 0)$ since $w(P) = w^d(P)$ and $L(P) = L^d(P)$. Note that if there are financial contracts $\{q(B'), B'\}$ available to the government such that $B - q(B')B' > 0$ then default can not be the optimal decision, because it is possible for the government to choose a contract that implies a positive transfer $T > 0$ such that $V^c(B, P) > V^d(P)$, since $EV_0(B', P) > EV^d(P')$ and $u(C(P, T)) > u(C(P, 0))$. The first expression comes from the fact that $V_0(B', P') = \max \{V^c(B', P'), V^d(P')\}$ and the second expression holds because the transfer is positive and $C(P, T)$ is increasing in $T$ since both goods are normal.

$$\frac{dC(P, T)}{dT} = \alpha \left[\frac{M(P, T)}{X(P, T)}\right]^{(1-\alpha)} \frac{dX(P, T)}{dT} + (1-\alpha) \left[\frac{X(P, T)}{M(P, T)}\right]^\alpha \frac{dM(P, T)}{dT} > 0,$$

$$\frac{dX(P, T)}{dT} = \frac{\alpha}{P} > 0,$$

$$\frac{dM(P, T)}{dT} = (1-\alpha) > 0.$$

Thus, $B^*$ can not be the level of foreign assets that maximizes $V^c(B, P)$ and then find default to be optimal. There are contracts available to the government such that the value of staying in the contract is higher.
than the value of defaulting and going to autarky. Thus, if \( F(B) \neq 0 \), then \( \exists \) some \( P \) such that \( V^d(P) > V^c(B, P) \) therefore if \( B' \) is chosen to maximize \( V^c(B, P) \) and default is the optimal decision, it must be the case that there are no financial contracts \( \{ q(B'), B' \} \) that allowed the government to give a positive transfer to the household, thus \( T = B - q(B') B' < 0 \) for all financial contracts \( \{ q(B'), B' \} \).

Now, we can prove Proposition 3, which says that for all \( P_1 < P_2 \), if \( P_2 \in F(B) \) then \( P_1 \in F(B) \). Now if \( P_2 \in F(B) \) then \( V^d(P_2) > V^c(B, P_2) \).

\[
\begin{align*}
\{ T_2, B_2 \} & \in \arg \max V^c(B, P_2), \\
T_2 & < 0.
\end{align*}
\]

The transfer \( T_2 \) is negative by Lemma 3.1. If the following inequality 92 holds, then \( P_2 \in F(B) \) implies \( P_1 \in F(B) \).

\[
V^c(B, P_2) - V^c(B, P_1) > V^d(P_2) - V^d(P_1).
\]  

Where

\[
\begin{align*}
V^c(B, P_2) - V^c(B, P_1) &= u(C(P_2, T_2)) + \beta EV^d(P') - \{ u(C(P_1, T_1)) + \beta EV_0(B_1, P') \}, \\
V^d(P_2) - V^d(P_1) &= u(C(P_2, 0)) + \beta EV^d(P') - \{ u(C(P_1, 0)) + \beta EV_0(B_1, P') \}.
\end{align*}
\]

Condition 92 implies that given foreign assets, default is also optimal when terms of trade are lower than \( P_2 \).

\[
V^d(P_1) - V^c(B, P_1) > V^d(P_2) - V^c(B, P_2) > 0.
\]  

In order to prove Proposition 3 we prove that condition 92 holds. Given that terms of trade shock are i.i.d. the right hand side of 94 simplifies into:

\[
V^d(P_2) - V^d(P_1) = u(C(P_2, 0)) - u(C(P_1, 0)).
\]  

Given \( B \) and \( P_2 \), \( \{ T_2, B_2 \} \) are the optimal decisions for transfer and foreign assets, so it must be the case that:

\[
u(C(P_2, T_2)) + \beta EV^d(B_2, P') \geq u(C(P_1, T_1)) + \beta EV^d(B_1, P').
\]  

If the following condition 98 holds then 92 holds by transitivity

\[
u(C(P_2, T_1)) + \beta EV(B_1, P') - \{ u(C(P_1, T_1)) + \beta EV_0(B_1, P') \} > u(C(P_2, 0)) - u(C(P_1, 0)).
\]  

We can simplify 98 to get 99:

\[
u(C(P_2, T_1)) - u(C(P_1, T_1)) > u(C(P_2, 0)) - u(C(P_1, 0)).
\]
Since \( u(C) \) is increasing in \( C \) and concave, 99 holds if the following condition is satisfied:

\[
C(P_2, T_1) - C(P_1, T_1) \geq C(P_2, 0) - C(P_1, 0).
\] (100)

Given \( \frac{dC(P,T)}{dT} > 0 \), 100 holds for \( T_1 < 0 \).

\[
C(P_2, T_1) - C(P_1, T_1) = X(P_2, T_1)^\alpha M(P_2, T_1)^{1-\alpha} - X(P_1, T_1)^\alpha M(P_1, T_1)^{1-\alpha},
\] (101)

\[
C(P_2, 0) - C(P_1, 0) = X(P_2, 0)^\alpha M(P_2, 0)^{1-\alpha} - X(P_1, 0)^\alpha M(P_1, 0)^{1-\alpha}.
\] (102)

After some algebra and substituting the equilibrium expressions for \( X \) and \( M \), the following result is obtained

\[
C(P_2, T_1) - C(P_1, T_1) = \alpha^\alpha (1 - \alpha)^{(1-\alpha)} \left[ \frac{w(P_2) L(P_2) + T_1}{P_2^\alpha} - \frac{w(P_1) L(P_1)}{P_1^\alpha} \right],
\] (103)

\[
C(P_2, 0) - C(P_1, 0) = \alpha^\alpha (1 - \alpha)^{(1-\alpha)} \left[ \frac{w(P_2) L(P_2)}{P_2^\alpha} - \frac{w(P_1) L(P_1)}{P_1^\alpha} \right].
\] (104)

Thus, since \( P_1 < P_2 \), 92 holds if \( T_1 < 0 \).

\[
C(P_2, T_1) - C(P_1, T_1) - \{C(P_2, 0) - C(P_1, 0)\} = \alpha^\alpha (1 - \alpha)^{(1-\alpha)} \left[ \frac{1}{P_2^\alpha} - \frac{1}{P_1^\alpha} \right] T_1 > 0.
\] (105)

Therefore, 92 holds which implies that \( P_1 \in f(B) \).  

**Proposition 4** Asset decisions are increasing in terms of trade. The government borrows more in recessions than in booms. Given a current level of foreign assets \( B \) and conditional on not defaulting, for all \( P_1 < P_2 \), if \( B'_1 = B'(B, P_1) \) and \( B'_2 = B'(B, P_2) \) then \( B'_1 < B'_2 \).

**Proof.** This proposition can be proven by contradiction. Suppose that \( P_1 < P_2 \) and \( B'_1 \geq B'_2 \). The government, conditional on not defaulting, borrows more in good times than in bad times.

\[
\{T_1, B_1\} \in \arg\max V^c(B, P_1),
\] (106)

\[
\{T_2, B_2\} \in \arg\max V^c(B, P_2).
\] (107)

From utility maximization:

\[
u(C(P_1, T_1)) + \beta EV_0(B'_1, P') \geq u(C(P_1, T_2)) + \beta EV_0(B'_2, P'), \]

\[
u(C(P_2, T_2)) + \beta EV_0(B'_2, P') \geq u(C(P_2, T_1)) + \beta EV_0(B'_1, P') .
\]

If \( B'_1 \geq B'_2 \), then \( EV_0(B'_1, P') \geq EV_0(B'_2, P') \) because \( V_0(B'_1, P') = \max \{V^c(B_0, P), V^d(P')\} \) and the value of no defaulting is strictly increasing in foreign assets. If \( EV_0(B'_1, P') \geq EV_0(B'_2, P') \) then expression 109 implies that \( C(P_2, T_2) \geq C(P_2, T_1) \). Since \( C(P, T) \) is increasing in the transfer, \( T_2 \) would be higher than \( T_1 \).

\[
T_2 = B - q(B'_1) B'_2 \geq B - q(B'_1) B'_1 = T_1.
\] (110)
Adding expressions 108 and 109, the following is derived:

\[ u(C(P_2,T_2)) + u(C(P_1,T_1)) \geq u(C(P_2,T_1)) + u(C(P_1,T_2)), \]  
\[ u(C(P_2,T_2)) - u(C(P_1,T_1)) \geq u(C(P_1,T_2)) - u(C(P_1,T_1)). \]  

(111)  
(112)

Since \( \frac{\partial C(P,T)}{\partial P} > 0 \) by Proposition 2, and utility is concave and increasing in \( C(P,T) \), the last expression does not hold if

\[ C(P_2,T_2) - C(P_2,T_1) \leq C(P_1,T_2) - C(P_1,T_1). \]  

(113)

In order to prove Proposition 4 it is sufficient to prove that the above equation 113 holds for all \( P_1 < P_2 \) and \( T_1 \leq T_2 \).

\[ C(P_2,T_2) - C(P_2,T_1) = X(P_2,T_2)^\alpha M(P_2,T_2)^1 - X(P_2,T_1)^\alpha M(P_2,T_1)^1, \]  
\[ C(P_1,T_2) - C(P_1,T_1) = X(P_1,T_2)^\alpha M(P_1,T_2)^1 - X(P_1,T_1)^\alpha M(P_1,T_1)^1. \]  

(114)  
(115)

After some algebra and substituting the equilibrium expressions for \( X \) and \( M \), the following result is obtained

\[ C(P_2,T_2) - C(P_2,T_1) = \alpha \alpha (1 - \alpha)^{(1 - \alpha)} \frac{1}{P_2^a} [T_2 - T_1], \]  
\[ C(P_1,T_2) - C(P_1,T_1) = \alpha \alpha (1 - \alpha)^{(1 - \alpha)} \frac{1}{P_1^a} [T_2 - T_1]. \]  

(116)  
(117)

Thus, since \( P_1 < P_2 \), expression 113 holds if \( T_1 \leq T_2 \).

\[ C(P_2,T_2) - C(P_2,T_1) - \{C(P_1,T_2) - C(P_1,T_1)\} = \alpha \alpha (1 - \alpha)^{(1 - \alpha)} \left[ \frac{1}{P_2^a} - \frac{1}{P_1^a} \right] [T_2 - T_1] \leq 0. \]  

(118)

Therefore, condition 113 holds which implies that \( B_1^* \leq B_2^* \).

**Proposition 5** Interest rates cannot be procyclical. Given a current level of foreign assets \( B \), for all \( P_1 < P_2 \), if \( B_1^* = B^*(B,P_1) \) and \( B_2^* = B^*(B,P_2) \) then \( q(B_1^*) \leq q(B_2^*) \).

**Proof.** This proposition can be proven by contradiction. Suppose that \( P_1 < P_2 \) and \( q(B_1^*) > q(B_2^*) \).

Since shocks are assumed to be i.i.d., the bond price schedule does not depend on the current level of terms of trade. According to Lemma 2.1 \( GDP(P_1) < GDP(P_2) \) since both inputs are increasing in terms of trade. Thus, bond prices would be lower in booms, which means that interests rates, which are equal to the inverse of bond prices, are procyclical. Since bond prices are decreasing in default probabilities, a higher bond price in recessions implies a procyclical default probability.

\[ q(B_1^*) = \frac{(1 - \lambda_1(B_1^*))}{1 + r_f}, \]  
\[ q(B_2^*) > \frac{q(B_2^*)}{q(B_2^*)}. \]  
\[ \lambda_1(B_1^*) < \lambda_2(B_2^*). \]  

(119)  
(120)  
(121)
Default probabilities depend on default sets

\[
\sum_{x \in (B_1)} \pi(P) < \sum_{x \in (B_2)} \pi(P).
\]  

(122)

According to Propositions 4 and 1, if \( P_1 < P_2 \) then \( B_1 \preceq B_2 \), and \( \bigcap (B_2) \subset \bigcap (B_1) \), which means that the previous expression can not hold, thus interest rates can not be procyclical.
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<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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<tr>
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<tr>
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<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peru</td>
<td>8.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>24.93</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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